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Mission to Israel 1996
This story begins on page 15 but we give
here some glimpses into its content. It is
a thrilling account of brethren's noble
motivations to comfort the Jewish people,
and of the Lord's rich blessings which
crowned their efforts. We heartily
commend Br. Kenneth Rawson's report. Ed.

Comfort Mission Accomplished
The Lord blessed our comfort mission
beyond our expectations and it was the
Lord's doing—not ours. Videos of
Israel: Appointment with Destiny

produced in Israel for our mission were
2,000 in the
Russian
language and
2,250 in
Hebrew. All
have been, or
are in process
of distribution
as a result of
contacts made
on this mission.
1,000 Hebrew
videos were
distributed in
Zion Square,
Jerusalem.
Some who
received videos in 1996 remembered our
showing in Jerusalem in 1992.
By the Lord's overruling a group of 50
Bible Students on a mission of comfort at
this critical time impacted the Israeli consciousness and positive things happened.
The report includes details of the many
comfort opportunities.

distribution. A few minutes before the
scheduled time, the auditorium was still
empty. Then, right at eleven o'clock the
people started streaming in. (They were
all learning Hebrew at an Ulpan class).
They came in with videos in their hands
which they had helped themselves to! A
soft chatter arose as they read the video
box covers aloud to
one another.
On the West
Bank, Russian Jews
nodded in agreement when told to

Hebron was the most dangerous place in
Israel during our trip. Arafat had just
made a speech inciting the Palestineans
of Hebron to violence. The more than
100,000 Palestinians surrounding the
500 Jewish settlers are so close there is no
way to prevent a shooting.
The brethren were
determined, however, to
give comfort to these
beleaguered settlers. The
message was received
enthusiastically and many
videos distributed. The
report on Hebron includes
many historical insights
and comparisons.

Meetings with Israeli
Leaders
As a part of the fact-fmding
mission the brethren
listened to presentations
from a variety of Israeli
leaders who were well
aware of our work. Their
comments helped the
brethren to appreciate the
large issues faced by the
people of Israel and which
the world at large fails to
consider. Resumes of four
of the talks are given in
some detail and give an
insight into the character and
intellegence of Israel's leaders—many
having been exercised through suffering.

Russian Showings on the Golan
and the West Bank
On Tuesday, November 12, a jubilant
"crew" of brethren piled into the van with
the video equipment and a generous
supply of Russian and Hebrew videos. A
special prayer seeking the Lord's
blessing was offered before driving off.
The Community Center was nestled in a
beautiful complex of stone buildings.
Carefully the videos were stacked on two
tables in the lobby and covered for later

Hebron a Must

Fulfilling Prophecy

study their Bibles so they could be a light
to the Gentiles in the Messianic Age.

Orthodox Versus Secular
A mini war is raging between Orthodox
and secular Israelis. Our video will be the
basis of an Orthodox outreach to secular
Jews.

One of the unexpected joys in Israel
was the unique opportunity to share with
the settlers in fulfilling Bible prophecy
by planting a vineyard on the side of a
mountain in Samaria. (Jeremiah 31:5)
Providentially we were at the settlement
of Shvut Rahel the only day of the year
they plant grapevines.
For the complete text of the report see

Israel Mission Exceeds Expectations on
page 15. Photo captions, page 14.

Entered Into Rest
"And as we have borne the image of the earthly, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly." 1

Cor. 15:49

■ Sr. Ola Harvey, a member of the Bible Students Ecclesia of Rachel Bushlus and Jane Morris; one brother, Br. Edmund
Hope, Indiana fmished her earthly course on November 25 at the Jezuit; three nephews: Br. Timothy, and Les and Glenn Jezuit. A
age of 94. She was born Ola Gritton in 1902 in Acton, Indiana. Truth witness was given by Br. Edmund Jezuit at Br. Leonard's
funeral service, and Br. Ted Martin officiated at the graveside.
She married Walter Harvey
when she was about 14 years
old. Walter and Ola had five
■ Sr. Mary Brylas died September 15 at age 94. She was
consecrated for many years and was a member of the Chicago
children, four boys and one girl.
Polish Bible Students Ecclesia. Suffering the complications of
Sr. Frieda Dearing was the
diabetes for the past 25 years, she became homebound and was
oldest and is the only survivor.
unable to any longer attend the ecclesia meetings. She leaves
One of her great sorrows in
two daughters, ten grandchildren and several greatrecent years was the loss of her
grandchildren.
sons Gene, Ray, and Bobby.
Her family did not share her belief in the Truth, but they
Also surviving are numerous
honored
her request for a Bible Students funeral service. It was
grandchildren, including Br.
attended by 45—most of these Catholics. The family made a
Walter Dearing, and several
video of the entire service in which some of the grand and greatgreat-grandchildren. Both Sr.
grandchildren participated prior to the witness given by Br.
Frieda and Br. Walter visited
Edmund
Jezuit.
her faithfully in the nursing
home.
In her early twenties Sr. Ola
■ Sr. Sharon Hugelman of Champaign, Illinois, formerly a
member of the Bible Students Ecclesia of Dayton, Ohio, died
followed Br. Walter to her first
Sr. Ola Harvey
October 24, a victim of cancer, about two months after its
meeting with the Bible Students
in Indianapolis but a particular experience activated her faith in diagnosis. She fmished her earthly course of 33 years just one
week short of her 61st birthday.
God. In the 1920's she went to see The PhotoDrama of Creation.
The story of Abraham, Sarah, and Isaac touched her heart and She leaves her beloved
her faith deeply. She consecrated her life to the Lord soon after. husband Br. Rodney, 603 S.
Sr. Ola's faith was tested in the loss of her husband and her Duncan Road, Champaign,
need to work to support herself when she was in her 60s, when Illinois 61821-3520; her father
most people are retiring. As an aide in nursing homes she David Bennett, and a brother
finished paying for her home. She didn't complain about the David of Corvallis, Oregon, and
difficulties of life but trusted to the Lord's providences.
three sisters.
Sr. Sharon heard the Truth
One of the greatest tests of her faith was having to spend her
last six or seven years in the nursing home, having seen how first on -Frank and Ernest" radifficult and limited life there would be. Those who saw her in dio programs. She and Br.
this period testified to her great courage, faith, and patience Rodney attended a public meetamid pain and physical difficulties. She related many opportu- ing at Salt Lake City, Utah where
nities to witness and comfort others with the good news. Also, they were the sole attendees.
Sr. Ola told the younger brethren who visited to notice her Br. Edward Lorenz won their
earthly possessions, then be sure to learn the Scriptures, the hearts with the message, but also
hymns, and poems because one day that might be all they would by delivering his discourse as
Sr. Sharon Hugelman
have to sustain them.
though the hall were filled. At
Brs. John Baker and Mark Chastain conducted a joint funeral Sr. Sharon's first visit home after accepting the Truth, she told
service giving her eulogy and explaining the source of her great her father of God's loving plan to bless all men. His response
faith and courage. About 40 family members and friends was, "That sounds exactly like your crazy old Uncle Charlie," a
attended.
relative unknown to her. Searching him out later in Oregon's
deep woods, she found a loving, consecrated uncle-brother. A
■ Br. Leonard Jezuit finished his consecrated course on photographer, he had a large collection of quality photos from
Br. Russell's day (trashed by his opposing wife at his death).
December 21 at age 76, a victim
Immersed together in August 1963 at Bloomington, Indiana,
of Parkinson's disease for
Sr. Sharon and Br. Rodney came directly to Dayton, Ohio from
about the past ten years. He was
the convention where they became beloved members of the
the son of consecrated parents
of Polish descent, and gave his
Ecclesia. Five years later, a change of employment took them to
life in consecration to the Lord
Fargo, North Dakota.
in 1939. A member of the
Embracing the Truth heartily, Sharon was a gentle, softChicago Bible Students
spoken and zealous sister devoted "to letting her light shine" on
Ecclesia, he served as an elder
every occasion. Her zeal at the end was as warm as at the
there for 30 years.
beginning. At the hospice just hours before her death, she
Br. Leonard married Sr.
witnessed to a friend whom Sr. Michelle of the class, a nurse,
Sophie Dunjski in 1943 who
brought to her bedside. Her faithful example as a light-bearer
survives him (8701 96th Street,
shall remain a memorial to her in addition to the memorial
Palos Hills, IL 60465). Also
service on November 3 at Mahomet, Illinois officiated by Br.
surviving are two daughters: Sr.
Br. Leonard Jezuit
James Marten of West Suburban (IL) Ecclesia.

storms have been raging fiercely. I was in the hospital, do not
have the prognosis, but whatever it is , is in the Lord's hands—
'Thy will be done!' In this time the Lord put me on the mountain
top—witness opportunities, both oral and outward conduct.
I want to thank Br. Jim, Sr. Bonita and Tim Heeg for the
beautiful get well card! I wept at the expression of their
sympathy. I'm so thankful the Lord gives the experiences we
need—all tailor-made. One day in the hospital the pain was so
great, I said I could not take much more. A few hours later there
was an easement.
"Just home a few days, and Br. Owen called Mother. They got
a response to one of my tracts. The lady wanted to know how to
contact Beverly Cole. The Lord sent that response to give me a
lift! I am rejoicing..."
■ Br. Rodney Hugelman (603 S. Duncan Road, Champaign, IL
61821-3520) is bereaved by the death of his beloved wife Sr.
Sharon. (See Deaths, page 4.) His recent note expresses deep
appreciation of the many messages received: "...each with its
own touching remembrance of Sr. Sharon, has etched lessons of
importance in our heart..."
Those having experienced this upheaval of one's life and
emotions by the death of a spouse, know the magnitude of such
a trial that persists throughout every waking hour of day or
night. This ongoing heart circumcision, though painful in the
extreme, does bring eventually the promised condition of blessed
rest in God. Br. Rod may be assured of the love, sympathy and
prayers of the brethren for his consolation. Romans 8:28
■ Br. Tom and Sr. Kathleen Moore (Plumbago Canyon Ranch,
150 Sybille Road, Bosler, WY 82051) wish to express
appreciation and thanks: "We want to thank all our brethren
who so kindly and faithfully kept us in their prayers, and who
sent notes and cards—and called us—after Kathleen's accident
in early August when she fell down our basement stairs and
broke both arms.
"Sr. Kathleen is making a good recovery and does have the
use of both arms and hands once again. Sr. Virginia Sowers was
with us to help for three months. She returned to her home in
Phoenix on October 30 and joins us in these words. Christian
love and our prayers for you!"
■ Br. Walter and Sr. Andrea Schroeder (10400 SE Cook Court
#123, Milwaukie, OR 97222). Their son Lucas was recently
diagnosed with cancer and has been in the hospital for treatment
including chemo. An e-mail from them on Nov. 19 states:
"Greetings, we are so thankful for our dear heavenly Father's
loving kindness! We have great wonderful—awesome—news!
It was necessary to take a cat scan yesterday on Lucas for heavy
bleeding and found it was small and not a problem. While
looking, they found no visible signs of masses. This means the
chemo is working. The Lord saw we needed encouragement as

Deaths From page 3

■ Br. Stanislaw Kaleta died on December 9, at the age of 73
years, having been consecrated to the Lord for the past 53 years.
For over 40 years he had been serving as an elder in the
Myslachowice ecclesia. For many years he has served brethren
in all of Poland as a pilgrim-elder and as a coworker of the Polish
Bible Students Publishing Committee Na Strazy.
The funeral service was held on December 15 in Myslachowice.
in his home.
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Lucas was not to have a cat scan for another month. We all are
so thankful and uplifted that it's hard to keep our feet on the
ground. We realize it's not over yet, but this has made us so very
hopeful."
■ Br. Tom Gilbert (1206 Falcon Ct., Middleton, WI 53562)
"We truly appreciate the prayers, cards, e-mail, and calls from
all the brethren. We feel very loved, and very close to all our
brethren and to the gracious heavenly Father through this
experience. Tom was scheduled for surgery early in the morning
on Wednesday. When we got to the hospital Wednesday
morning, we were told that Tom's surgery had been postponed
due to a transplant that our surgeon was involved in...So, surgery
actually began at 2:45 p.m. CST and ended somewhere around
7:30 p.m. He did not get out of the operating room until 9:15 p.m.
as they were watching for bleeding into the chest cavity.
"The surgeon was able to do 4 bypasses rather than 5-6 as
hoped, but the blood flow to the heart with those was so very
much improved that he was very optimistic.
"We want to thank all the brethren for supporting us in so
many ways. We have truly felt the love and comfort of the
brethren and our wonderful heavenly Father."
[Br. Tom is now convalescing at home. Ed.]
■ Nathalie Gott (241 Main Street, Southwest Harbor, ME
04679) "Dear Brethren in Christ: Tender greetings in his
precious name... Just a note to tell you postal regulations have
changed my address. I joy in every Bible Students Newsletter
you send, and don't want to miss one single issue. I'm isolated,
nearest dear one (Sr. Edna Lenfest) over 25 miles away. I'm 87
and no longer able to drive that far now. Your dear letters are so
precious! So uplifting, like going to testimony meeting. I read
them over and over, each reading a further blessing. Oh the
blessedness and privilege of fellowship in Christ, more precious
every day. May his love abide with you all. In_that one hope!"
■ Br. Kenneth Glaze (500 Virginia Avenue, Apt. 902, Towson,
MD 21286) has been suffering pain and weakness in his legs
since June. In October, his condition caused him to fall several
times (fortunately without injury). After much testing he was
diagnosed with neuropathy of the spinal nervous system. He
was scheduled for surgery December 10, and has requested an
interest in his brethren's prayers.
■ Sr. Mary DeWys (2025 Three Mile Road, Grand Rapids, MI
49544) had emergency open heart surgery on December 19 for
a major blockage caused by a calcium deposit. She required
three bypasses. In the hospital three nights and two days, she is
now at home making a normal recovery
Sr. Mary is the daughter of the late Br. Ben and Sr. Harriet
Furst, in the Truth from Br. Russell's day. Br. Ben was active as
an operator with the Photodrama of Creation. ❑

■ Br. Marshall Speerbrecher of the Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Ecclesia is dead at 82 years of age. He had attended the meetings
for many years. His wife did not object to his coming. A member
of the class recalled:
remember one thing, Br. Speerbrecher
always took a stack of tracts to put out every time he came to a
meeting."
At his funeral his wife said, "I know you are all good Christian
people from all the encouraging cards we always received." ❑
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Our Brethren Speak
"Thy saints shall bless thee. They shall speak of the glory of thy kingdom, and talk of thy power."

Testimonies at Worthington, OH July 25:
The meeting was led by Br. Edmund Jezuit on the theme
"Ebenezers." Lacking space in the Fall issue, these were held
(as a group) for this issue. Ed.

Video Stores Accept Pyramid
Sr. Karen Baker, Hope, Indiana
"...My testimony has to do with a little Ebenezer, but it is still
very thrilling to me. Br. John and I have been trying to do more
witnessing, and appropriately Br. Cunningham gave a talk on
witnessing at our convention. He had 25 suggestions on
different ways to witness. One he mentioned was putting videos
in video stores...We picked up two videos on the Pyramid at New
Brunswick convention and took them to the video stores. At
one, the manager was not in, but we left a video. At the other, I
explained that we think this explains the Pyramid from a
scientific, historical, and religious standpoint. She was happy
and willing to put it on a 'hot new release' list! She thanked me
for bringing it in, and said she would look at it herself. Then, I
went back to the first video store, and they also accepted it and
put it on the 'new arrival' shelf at the top.
"We also had our fair last week, in our little farm town where
the web of life is a little smaller. But we had three people stop by
who recognized our 'Comfort and Consolation' booklet from
the obituary work. One lady said she would not give it up for
anything. She reads and rereads it and enjoys it very much. So,
for all those who do obituary work, please keep it up. It is a good
work, and we do not know what the results will be."
The Lord said "Yes!"
Br. Carl Hagensick, Chicago, Illinois
"My Ebenezer is one I hope I am not presumptive in testifying
about because it is an Ebenezer in process. When I became
paralyzed four and a half years ago, one of the desires I had was
to return to the International Convention that I have enjoyed so
much over the years. Like Paul, who took his trial of the flesh
three times before the Lord, I have taken mine twice so far. Both
times, just before International, something came up in the health
area that I could not go. I thought this year would be the fmal try.
If the Lord says "no," then that is going to be the Lord's will. So
we were looking forward to it and got our tickets. Then, they
thought I would need surgery the day before yesterday. I
thought that would probably cancel the trip, but I was willing to
leave it in the Lord's hands... My surgery made the situation
better, so I asked the doctor when I could start traveling. He said,
'Tomorrow morning if you want.' So, we are here, and it looks
like we are going to have something I have treasured and desired
very much—to see the brethren again in the European
Convention. That is my Ebenezer for this year."
Emergency on Turnpike Shows Lord's Care
Sr. Virginia Rawson, New Brunswick, New Jersey
"...I have a recent Ebenezer that I appreciated very much. Last
November when Br. Ken and Br. Rob Ostry were flying to
Montreal to put on an Israel showing, I was taking them to the
airport on the New Jersey Turnpike when we got a flat tire. The
men put the spare on, but the spare was flat! It did not bother
Ken, he got his hanky out and waved it to the other cars. A
gentleman stopped and said, 'I will take you to the airport. I will
be glad to take you there.' Ken said to me, 'You better come with
us so you can make a phone call.' Well, they made the plane, and

Psa. 145:10,11

I called AAA to service the car. They said they were not allowed
on the turnpike since it was a private road, and I should call the
State police department. I asked how to do that, and they said
they would call for me and tell them I was waiting at the airport.
State patrolmen came and took me to the car. They said they
called a private agency and I was to stay in my car. It started to
get dark, and I thought, I hope they come before it is pitch dark.
They did come to help, and to take me off the highway. The
repairs and taking me home, would be about $90. When I got to
the depot, my AAA covered everything. So they filled the tire
with air, and I drove home myself. At first I had felt stranded, but
realizing the Lord's care, and waiting for it, it did come. I was
grateful to get home that night.
Br. Rob Ostry mentioned to you about their work on the New
Brunswick literature and newsletters on the web site. I wanted
to add that Br. Rob has taught me how to use the computer. It has
been a wonderful help in Truth work. I am still limited, but I can
call Rob at work anytime with a question. I am very thankful for
this new method of serving the Lord and the Truth..."
-

Sees Fruitage After Many Years
Sr. Ruth Cunningham, Oakland County, Michigan
...I remember about 25 years ago going to the airport in New
York to meet a group of four brethren that were coming back
from Nigeria: Br. Carl Hagensick, Br. Stuart Sowers, Br. Alonzo
Jarmon, and Br. Jim DeGroot. They were coming back from a
trip to try to do some follow-up on interest in Nigeria. I believe
it was the first trip any brethren had made there. I remember at
the time, as a teenager, thinking that it seemed pretty far-fetched
that it would come to anything.
"Just this summer, we had two of the elders from Nigeria at
our home and heard them speak. One spoke on baptism, and the
other on the Lord's Second Presence. It is very difficult to
describe the blessing that is to me - to see that the Lord is the Lord
of the harvest. With all the efforts that the brethren have put in
over there, - many hours and months and have gotten diseases
and illnesses such as malaria - we do have brethren there now.
The Lord is overruling all the efforts in regard to the harvest
work, and he is allowing fruitage to come from all the brethren's
efforts. It was a great blessing to me this summer to have them
unexpectedly at our home and to be able to see some 'in the flesh
fruitage' going back all those years. I praise the Lord for it."
-

Obituary Work is Worthwhile
Sr. Edith Harp, Cincinnati, Ohio
"...Sr. Karen mentioned the obituary work, and that reminded me
you send out thousands of envelopes, and spend hundreds of
dollars, and get a response once in awhile. Sometimes they are
good, and sometimes I will wonder, Is this worth it - the time and
energy that it takes? That thought had just gone through my
mind one morning, and that afternoon, a woman called who had
gotten one of our booklets. She was so thankful because two
years previously her father had died. She said no one had died
recently in her family, but she had a twelve-year-old daughter to
whom she had a hard time explaining her grandfather's death.
She was so thankful that she got the booklet because now she
could talk to this child who was almost 15. I felt that was the
Lord's answer to my doubt about whether it was worth doing this
work or not. If you bring comfort to one person, it is worth all the
See Brethren page 8
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New Brethren in Christ
They that gladly received his word were baptized..."

1996 Immersions
At Lake Charles, LA Sept. 16:
Sr. Rosemary Hipp and Sr. Ruth Colvin are both daughters of
the late Br. James and Sr. Molly Morgan, all of the Lake Charles
(LA) Ecclesia.

At Milwaukee, WI Nov. 10:
Sr. Jennifer Lange, mother of Br. Jerry who immersed her. Both
of the Milwaukee Ecclesia.

Acts 2:41

Rejoicing in New Sister
Sr. Mollie Heidelbach, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Sr. Jennifer Lange was the daughter-in-law of Polish Elder
-

Gustave Lange. They had the Harvest message in their home all
their lives. The Truth was made known to all—as much as they
could comprehend.
They embraced the Truth when Br. Jerry's wife Sr. Charlene
started to read Pastor Russell's writings. She said: 'When I read
Br. Russell's explanation of the call of the Church to bless the
world of mankind, I almost fell off my chair!' ..."

Sister Mary Jane Burns
1913 - 1996
The Miami Valley Bible Students
Ecclesia is grateful to the Lord that Sr.
Mary Jane Bums' test of faith has ended,

Sr. Mary Jane Burns
and pays tribute to her memory—a
beloved member of thirty-five years. She
died October 5 in the 50th year of her
consecration at Winchester, Indiana
where she had been confined by a
massive stroke more than ten years ago.
She was 83.
Sr. Mina Lou Byrum, her beloved sister, of Union City, Indiana is her sole
survivor. At the funeral service, her
brother-in-law Br. Alfred Bums, by her
request, delivered a grand resume' of
God's divine plan as her final witness.
She was interred beside her husband Br.
Frank in Hebron, Indiana.
Sr. Mary Jane nee Cole found Studies
in the Scriptures in her grandmother's
library on an extended stay to assist her.

When she discovered God's true character in her reading, her joy knew no bounds.
Searching for brethren about 1946, she
found the Piqua [Ohio] Bible Students at
a public talk addressed by Br. Peter
Kolliman. As he presented the Truth with
earnest zeal and logic, it captivated her
mind and heart.
Her family was enthralled by her explanations of the beauties of God's Word,
and all but her father made consecration
to the Lord.
She was, possibly, the first to record
convention discourses on a wire spool
recorder—at Bowling Green, Ohio in
1949. The practice begun there shortly
grew to as many as fifty tape recorders in
use at large conventions. Isolated and
other brethren around the world heard
taped discourses from far away conventions resulting in a spiritual uplift.
Many remember Sr. Mary Jane's warm
hospitality, charming smile and gentle
manner in fellowship and discussions with
brethren. She was a capable business
woman of 43 when she married Br. Frank
Burns of Hebron, Indiana in 1956. Her
loving submission to his headship was an
example to any sister observing it.
In 1975 she was invited by the Divine
Plan Foundation, with Brs. Robert Davis
and Richard Doctor, to serve for an extended period in the Harvest efforts in
Japan. She later revisited the Japanese
brethren in company with Br. Owen and

Sr. Peg Kindig, and Sr. Ildreth Vigar. Sr.
Junko Kamada's talents as a translator
contributed much to these efforts, which
received a good report.
To one so articulate, blessed with a
keen intellect and retentive memory, her
inability to utter a single word after being
stricken, must have been a test of faith
beyond one's ability to imagine. She,
however, still communicated with smiling eyes, left-hand gestures and a resounding, sustained shout of joy when visitors
approached.

The brethren associated with her from
the first, speak of her character as exemplifying all aspects of First Corinthians,
Chapter 13. Her stimulating comments
and observations are still missed in the
class studies, and her extensive knowledge of the Great Pyramid, readily communicated, remains a memorial to her. ❑

Resurrection
Dear Lord, I pray for courage, strength and love,
For that pure wisdom, promised from above
That I may faithful be and worthy found
To stand "that day" beside the grass-grown mound
Of my beloved dead, and say, "Arise!
Come forth to light and life, lift up thine eyes!
Awake and burst the prison bands of death!
Stand up, the God of Heaven restores thy breath!

Return unto the land that gave thee birth—
No longer, as of old, a sin-cursed earth—
The desert places blossom as the rose,
With fragrance laden, every breeze that blows!
A Highway thou shalt find, a way of life,
No pride, nor selfishness, no envy, strife,
Shall prosper there; the ransomed of the Lord
Shall walk thereon, obedient to His Word;

No longer shall the 'lion' or 'ravenous beast'
Upon the poor, the weak, the innocent feast;
There God shall wipe all tears from every eye,
No grief shall touch thine heart, not e'en a sigh,
And there shall be no death, nor any pain!
Awake! Rejoice and join the glad refrain—
'Hosanna, peace on earth, good will toward men,
All honor to the Lamb. Amen! Amen!' "
Poems of Dawn
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Brethren From page 6
time and effort and money. Just before we left, there was a
woman on the answering machine, who had gotten a booklet and
was asking for more information. She said 'God bless you.' So
I knew she appreciated the booklet..."

Prayer Became More Real than Before
Sr. Peg Kindig, Columbus, Ohio
"I wanted to share an experience we had the year that we lived
in Japan. That is a long time to be isolated, away from family and
brethren. There were times we had experiences in which we
literally felt the prayers of the brethren back home. Prayer
became far more real to us than it ever was before. We read Br.
Edgar's talk on 'Prayer and the Bible.' He explains that the
Kingdom will come as a result of prayer. Also, we studied 'Daily
will I remember at the throne of heavenly grace, the general
interests of the harvest work, and particularly the share which I
myself enjoy in that work, and the dear co-laborers
everywhere.' That became not only a privilege, but a
responsibility. We realize more than ever how important our
prayers are. It was really faith-strengthening. Sometimes, when
we have experiences, and all we can do is pray for our brethren,
we can watch for the Lord's answer to that prayer. That has been
a real joy to see how the Lord is answering our prayers on behalf
of our own experiences and those of the brethren."

Spared in Tornado Through Prayer
Sr. Bethany Gray, Springfield, Ohio
"...I wanted to relate some experiences this year that I felt were
Ebenezers. This spring, I got caught in a tornado. I did not
realize what it was until I pulled off the side of the road and there
was a lot of heavy flooding. My car was shaking and I was
applying the brake as hard as I could just to keep the car from
moving. I turned on the radio and realized there was a tornado
coming through. I was not supposed to be in that area, I was lost
and had gone about 20 miles out of my way. I prayed, and the
Lord spared me from harm, and I wanted to praise him for that.
As soon as I started praying, within 30 seconds of driving, it
cleared up just enough where I felt comfortable on the road. That
was quite an experience and I really got to meditate about Christ
in the boat with his disciples, and how scared they were.
"Another thing I wanted to share, Br. Jordan and I have a P.O.
Box in our town specifically for local witnessing we do personally. We were able to send out 180 personal letters about Israel
to all the Christian ministers in our county and an adjacent one.
We were probing how they feel about Israel and current events.
We offered the Israel booklet, and we got 13 responses - we only
expected one or two - but, they just kept coming in. We will have
a chance to follow up, but even if there is no further interest, it
may prick their minds a little bit when they see Israel in the news
now..."

Testimonies at Miami Valley Convention, September 28, 29
Feels Reproof in Faithfulness of Others
Br. John Baker, Hope, Indiana Ecclesia
"Some items have been on our minds a lot recently, along the
lines of witnessing and being consistent in that. The Lord has
given us some experi\ences with brethren who do not agree on
some prophetic things. There have been some good lessons
associated with those experiences. One of the things that struck
me this morning, in regards to witnessing, is the importance of
being doers of the Word and not hearers only. There are some
we have come in contact with, putting more things in the past
than we would, and maybe have less incentive in regard to

witnessing, and yet are very faithful personally in witnessing. I
appreciate that and feel it is quite a reproof to me personally. We
had a precious experience...at a convention where a brother
heard we did not agree on some matter in regard to the harvest.
Later he particularly sought us out to ask us personally about it
and it has opened up some wonderful fellowship. It was
encouraging to sit down and discuss and find that we have the
same understanding of the harvest message; maybe we have a
disagreement on prophetic matters, but we see the same spirit
animating both. It has been a real blessed experience."

"I feel much better from talking with you!"
Sr. Sandy Chastain, Hope, Indiana Ecclesia
I am a secretary and I greet all the people that come in (I work
for a paper and chemical company). About a month ago, a man
came into the office and he had the sweetest attitude and was
really joyful. I noticed he did not look real well and his stomach
was distended like Br. David's when he had cancer. So
somehow, the subject came up that he was ill and he had six
months to live. I said, 'Well, you certainly have a very sweet
outlook on life.' We talked about it and I was touched by his
story. He said, 'There is only one thing, I am not really worried
about dying, I am just a little scared of what comes after death.'
And I said, 'Oh, you are going to love it. When you come back
in the resurrection you are going to be living on a perfect earth.
Do not be afraid. God has the most wonderful plan for the whole
world of mankind.' And he got tears in his eyes. So when he left,
he said, feel so much better from talking with you.' Well,
needless to say, I went to the restroom and cried like a baby
because it brought back memories of my husband, but I was so
touched by this man. I thought, Well, we give just a little bit of
beauty for ashes, a little bit of hope..."

Babes in Christ Ten Years Ago - Many Now Mature.
Br. Paul Lagno, Columbus Bible Students
"...I want to thank the Lord for the blessings of traveling to
Nigeria this past summer, especially to be with Br. Jim Watkins
in that experience. The Lord is very gracious. Please keep those
brethren in your prayers. There is a harvest work going on there.
Many brethren are zealous. I was there ten years ago and left
babes in Christ. I was able to return and see many of them mature
in Christ. It warmed my heart. If anyone would like to travel
there, it is safe now. There is more security in the airport than I
have seen before. The brethren are very faithful to provide your
needs while you are there. The brethren would love to see you
if any are interested in making a pilgrim trip. I ask an interest in
your prayers..."

Grateful for Blessings and Opportunities
Sr. Marie Jezuit, West Suburban Bible Students
"...This class has a special place in my heart because the year it
was established was the year Br. Edmund and I decided to marry
and travel this road together. This year was our 58th year. We
have so many pleasant memories of the dear brethren that have
already gone beyond the veil. They have made such an impact
on us in our early days of consecration. We look back with great
thankfulness to the heavenly Father for having them touch our
lives at that time. I also wanted to say that the lessons brought
forth in this convention have touched my heart in different ways.
Br. Larry's talk was especially helpful. Our Pastor said, almost
100 years ago, 'brethren, let us take advantage of this peaceful
condition and witness as much as we can.' The class has been
putting ads in papers for several years now, and Br. Edmund has
the privilege of sending the literature out. The other day, a
See Brethren page 10

■ Sr. Helena Gaw finished her earthly course on October 17.

Her passing, due to a heart attack, came while suffering from a
severe cold. Her death was, nevertheless, an unexpected shock
to her family since most of them
and many brethren had seen her
in what appeared to be
excellent health just three
weeks earlier at the funeral of
her brother Fred Matus.
Sr. Helena was born the
fourth child of Br. John and Sr.
Nellie Matusz in Connecticut
in 1921, a family but recently
out of the nominal church system, and was meeting with the
"Free Brethren" among the Polish Bible Students. Helena was
married to Edward J. Gaw in
1943 and their son Warren Edward
was born in 1947. Both
Sr. Helena Gaw
her husband Ed (81) and son
Warren (49) survive her and live in Pomona, NJ.
Sr. Helena gave her heart to the Lord in consecration in 1960
and was immersed at the Atlantic City Convention that year. At
home in the Atlantic County area she met with the small class of
brethren at Pleasantville, NJ, where her parents lived. Helena,
although somewhat isolated, managed to keep active with a
Polish American organization and since her trips overseas to the
international conventions and Poland, was able to send an
abundance of supplies and goods to the brethren in Poland.
With no longer any meeting in her area she traveled north to
meet with brethren at the home of her sister, Sr. Bernice Gray.
During a period of five to six years her family, including her
sister Lottie Wilson, and her brother Fred Matus (with his wife
Dolly) joined in coming to a meeting which was started as a
witness activity in the Ocean County area by the New Brunswick
Ecclesia.
Br. Bob Gray gave a Truth witness at both the funeral of Sr.
Helena Gaw and that of her brother Fred Matus who loved the
Lord and believed in the ransom for all, though not consecrated.
Prayers are requested for the family that they may continue to
be a meaningful support to her widowed husband and son who
will need special care throughout their lives.
■ Br. Walter Jackson of Pasadena, California lost a long battle
with cancer on Friday, October 25. He had been faithfully cared
for by his wife Sr. Dorothy, (who survives him) assisted by
nurses and local brethren at their home (885 S. Orange Grove,
Unit #2, Pasadena, CA 91105) in the fmal stages of the disease.
He was born September 19, 1909 in Los Angeles, CA, consecrated in 1960 and attended the Bible Students Church of Los
Angeles for some years. Until his health began to fail in October
1991, he had been a deacon in the Divine Plan Bible Students
Ecclesia from the 1970's.
His funeral service was conducted on October 30, by Br. Jim
Parkinson at the Wee Kirk o' the Heather, Forest Lawn Memorial
Park in Glendale, CA.
■ Sr. Ann Kielan, a former resident of the Bible Students'
Retirement Center at Troutdale, Oregon finished her earthly
course In December at 95 years of age. Sr. Kielan had left the
Retirement Center with her daughter and son-in-law to make her
home with them in Detroit, but died on the way.
Brought up in a consecrated home in Grand Rapids, MI, Sr.
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Kielan was immersed in March 1917 at 16 years of age, and was
the sister of the late Br. Steve Roskiewicz. She is survived by two
daughters: Sr. Florence Trzyna, 4614 N Potawatomie, Chicago,
IL 60656, and Mildred Krent of Detroit, Michigan; 18 grandchildren, 21 great-grandchildren and three great-great-grandchildren. Br. Frank Nemesh of Detroit officiated at her service.
■ Sr. Apolona Kaminski of Louisville, Kentucky, died
September 18 at age 97. She was the daughter of Joseph and
Elizabeth Przybyszewski, who gave their lives to the Lord in
1913. She is survived by her sister, Sr. Evelyn Doran and
nephew Br. David Doran.
Sr. Apolona symbolized her
consecration at a Polish Convention in Chicago when she
was eighteen years old. She and
her older sister, often sang duets at these conventions.
Her life took a turn for several years when she did not meet
with the Polish class. After her
move to Louisville following the
death of her husband Joseph,
her heart was reawakened in the
beauties of the Truth. Her love
for the brethren and her zeal to
be faithful were evident to them.
Sr. Apolona Kaminski
She proclaimed the Truth at every opportunity and passed out tracts freely without a thought to
"in season, out of season."
Her warm, outgoing personality met a kindred response in the
brethren, and letters to her poured in from across the United
States and continued to come until the end.
Br. David Doran had the service in Louisville and in Chicago
where her body was interred. See Afflicted page 2.
■ Sr. Janet Jinjoe of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan finished her
course on November 5, at age 70. She learned of God's plans and
purposes from her mother Sr. Julia Siwak and grandfather
Martin Rybka, both deceased,
and consecrated her life to the
Lord in 1946. One of her
favorite promises in God's
Word was Psa. 16:11—"Thou
wilt show me the path of life; in
thy presence is fullness of joy at
thy right hand are pleasures
forever more." Her example of
patience and longsuffering
were appreciated by the
brethren and many of her
friends and neighbors.
Sr. Janet was an acrive member of the North Saskatchewan
Sr. Janet Jinjoe
Bible Students Ecclesia. She
served on numerous committees, counting it a special privilege
to labor on behalf of the brethren in the Lord's service, and will
be remembered for her love and devotion to the Lord and the
study of his Word.
Surviving are two daughters, Irene and Janice, and one son
John; five grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. Br.
Fernets was privileged to give her funeral witness to many
friends and neighbors. Over two hundred heard the witness of
her hope and the kingdom message which she loved.
See Deaths page 5
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Afflicted and Isolated Brethren
"He heareth the cry of the afflicted. When he giveth quietness, who then can make trouble?..." Job 34:28,29

■ Sr. Loyce Watson (1702 N 13th St., Lamesa, TX 79331) has
gone through three surgeries this past year - one involving a
broken hip and the other two involving her gall bladder. She
now is living with her daughter, Sr. Barbara Hughes (1702 N
13th St., Lamesa, TX 79331). Sr. Hughes has had the care of her
son, Russell, for a month since surgery that he underwent during
the time his grandmother was experiencing her last round of
surgery. Sr. Martha Cope (206 S. Alamo, Weatherford, TX
75086) was able to help her sister, Barbara, but because of the
distance, cannot be with them all the time. Her loving concern
of her mother and sister coupled with the distance factor
constitute part of her trial. They would all appreciate your
prayers on their behalf in their experiences.
■ Sr. Evelyn Doran (6813 Green Manor Drive, Louisville,
Kentucky 40228) is bereaved by the death of her sister Apolona
Kaminski on September 18. She writes: "Dear Brethren: It is
with gratitude that I address this to my brethren whose words
supported and encouraged me in my last experience. Care of my
sister Apolona was an emotional strain yet drained me
physically too.
The Lord saw a need in this circumstance and provided it for
my development. Valuable lessons were learned.
Messages of love and reminders of the precious promises
served to lighten my burden for which I thank you.
'Ointment and perfume rejoice the heart! — Pr. 27:9
■ Sr. Alice Barran (8580 Verree Road ALU, Philadelphia, PA
19111) has come to the Newsletter's attention on e-mail.
Because of her ninety years (birthday Dec. 14), Sr. Alice can no
longer get out as she once did. She does get to a Delaware Valley
meeting occasionally. Sr. Gretchen Griehs assures that Sr. Alice
still cares deeply for the Truth and the brethren. Also, she is still
very clear about her friends and recognizes their names when
discussed with her. Notes, cards and calls would be unexpected
delights and a source of blessing to her.
■ Sr. Betty Cason (Skyline Nursing Home, Rm. 130-A, 1401
Meadow Street, DeSoto, TX 75115) A brother wishes the
brethren to know of Sr. Betty's isolation in a nursing home. He
also notes her need of encouragement which only her brethren
can supply through prayers, cards and messages - refreshing her
memory on the precious promises of God.

■ Sr. Winnie Gowryluk (8648 Darlington Cr., Windsor, ONT,
N8S 4M6 Canada) and Sr. Helen Siwak (R.R. 1, Prince Albert,
SK S6V 5P8 Canada) wish to thank the brethren "who
remembered our mother during her illness especially the North
Saskatchewan Bible Students Ecclesia for their visits to the
hospital, flowers, cards and, foremost, for your prayers for all of
us. And special thanks to you who read to her, and sang to her,
and to all who prayed with her in her fmal hours.
A special thanks to Br. Carl and Sr. Margie Hagensick who
took her in their van to her last convention in July, 1996 in Prince
Albert.
Antonina is remembered for her unselfish labors of love, and
by many children of brethren who called her `Babcia. —
■ Sr. Joani Schott (5210 Proctor Road, Sarasota, Fl 34233) is
bereaved by the death of her beloved mother Dorothy M.
Simmons on August 30 at 87 years of age in Janesville,

Wisconsin. She had been ailing three months with stomach
cancer.
Sr. Joani had witnessed often to her mother who had been
confirmed in the Lutheran Church, but listened patiently. During their last week together, when told "our God has wonderful
blessings for all, and when you come forth in the Resurrection
the earth will be a beautiful place - 'no more dying or crying and
no more pain — - she responded in a weak voice: "I sure hope you
are right!" Her mother, loved Poems of Dawn and marked many
pages; also, she used the Manna and Songs in the Night.
When the family met with the Lutheran minister, Sr. Joani
asked if an outsider might offer a prayer at some point in the
service. She was told kindly, 'Oh, I think we had better stick with
the order of service in the hymnal.' "Though my request was
denied," Sr. Joani said, "I used every opportunity to witness to
the Lord's goodness and faithfulness in telling of the kingdom
blessings to come!"

■ Sr. Nathalie Simkin (3187 Fair Oaks Lane, Spring Valley, CA
91978-2344) had been suffering ongoing afflictions including
severely impaired vision. Then painful shingles overtook her,
and while under this affliction she fell and broke a hip. She
underwent surgery on Oct. 19 and a new ball part was added.
Afterward, she was reported as doing well. The shingles,
however, are still a painful complication.
■ Br. Jerry and Sr. Judy Black (13012 SE Oatfield Road,
Milwaukie, OR 97222) are undergoing a test of faith since their
son Jim, 26 years of age, was injured in a tragic accident about
November 10th. He was driving through an intersection when
hit broadside by a fugitive fleeing a police chase. He has been
in a coma since. He now has a feeding tube directly to his
stomach, and has been moved from ICU into a five-bed room.
Some hopeful signs are being observed. Br. Robert Wagner has
given many details by e-mail on Jim's condition. He said he was
to have a reevaluation December 16 to determine if he could be
placed in another facility for more thereapy. "Jim has a long way
to go," Br. Wagner said, "but the progress is encouraging."
■ Br. Michael and Sr. Emilia Askew (832 Beacon Street, Apt.
B, Boston, MA 02215). Br. Kenneth Glaze wishes to share part
of a letter from these brethren now living in Boston. Br. Michael
is studying law on a scholarship. "We have had a bit of trials
from the Adversary here. Law school has been neither easy nor
fulfilling. I am looking down a very dark road in terms of job
prospects...We ask that you pray for us the strength to maintain
faith in a very insolent and unforgiving world. We, like you,
anxiously await the unfolding of God's Plan of salvation for the
entire world." They do not meet with any brethren in Boston.
Br. Glaze suggests: "...that some nearby brethren could write
or phone to help 'the assembling of yourselves together.' [Phone:
(617) 266-1057] But prayers and letters of encouragement from
God's 'invited' would benefit."
■ Sr. Beverly Cole (706 S. Roys Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43204)
"I want to speak of my dear sister-in-law Mary Jane Burns who
has gone to her reward. I did not shed a tear when I received the
news, but thanked the Lord for taking her. I often think, perhaps
she is with my beloved husband Bill, and with her mother, and
Frankie whom she loved dearly."
To the brethren: "Please remember me in your prayers. The
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Harvest News
"To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness to the Truth." John 18:37

For This Cause Video Gets New Brochure
West Suburban (Chicago)
Paterson
Los Angeles
Detroit Bible Students
Washington, DC
Dawn Bible Students
Chicago Bible Students

2,500
800
1,433
3,000
500
6,000
4,800

101
88
54
166
24
1,100
329

*Wilmington also included other options on the insert card
and as a result also received orders for 14 sets of the Volumes.

A beautiful new color brochure has been printed advertising the
For This Cause video tape. The purpose of the brochure is to mail
it to the public offering the video at a cost of $5 or more as an
ideal gift either at Christmas, or at Easter (depending on when
the brochure is mailed.) Tape cost to the brethren is $5 plus
shipping. Most brethren are mailing to their mailing list and/or
random names.
The brochure is attractively designed and printed in full fourcolor process (like Kodachrome photographs.) It contains many
beautiful photographs depicting what the video program consists of. The quality of the brochure is comparable to Reader's
Digest or National Geographic's offering of their videos or
books.
It is a self-mailer (needing no envelope to mail) and the size
is 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 when folded—opening up to 11 x 17. An insert
card with a local address is needed. Camera ready copy will be
provided for this. Brethren would need to have these printed at
their local fast printer or on a copy machine.
Brethren who have seen the brochure are very enthusiastic in
wanting to use it. There are 23 classes who have participated in
mailing for this Christmas season. A total of 93,000 brochures
were printed. Some classes will be mailing out for the Easter
season.
Response by the public has also been outstanding. We are
including a few examples of responses that are known to us as of
December 7, 1996:
Ecclesias
Wilmington *
New Brunswick
Orlando

Mailed
2,300
1,600
1,000

Responses
113
121
44

Requests by classes are already starting for orders for the
Easter season. These are being held in order to accumulate
orders due to the fact that printing the brochure is a large task.
Because of being done in 4 Color it has to go through the press
8 times (4 times for each side.) The time to register and print 8
times through the press makes it impractical to print small
orders.
They will be available in two ways:
1. Printed with your class address and non-profit stamp—
minimum order 2,500.
2. Blank return address—no minimum. You would need to
use a label or stamp for your address. If you were to bulk mail,
you would also need to put on your non-profit stamp or buy precanceled bulk mail stamps.
(Printing of Brochures with Blank address will be based on
the small quantity orders we get. They will not be available as a
stocked item for future ordering.)
Cost is .07 each—or $70 per 1,000 plus shipping.
It is a wonderful opportunity to put forth God's Plan for man
in such an attractive way. If you would like a sample, contact Br.
George Tabac, 900 Brentwood Drive, Bensenville, IL 60106;
Tel. 630-595-0984; E-mail: Tabacs@aol.com
Any orders for Easter mailing will need to be in by January
30th.

TWA Crash Prompts Comfort Ads
The Connellsville (PA) Bible Students Ecclesia noved quickly
after the tragic TWA flight 800 crash in July, to give comfort to
some of the bereaved families.
Two ads were placed—one each on consecutive Sundays.
Their main focus was Revelation 21:4, offering condolences
and A Ray of Hope booklet the first week, and Comfort and
Consolation the next Sunday. Fifty-one requests were received
(through September 27), evenly divided between the two booklets.
The one place with the most victims was Montoursville,
Pennsylvania because of its French Club and chaperones. The
search for an area newspaper was shortened through a cousin of
the Cramer family living about fifteen miles from Montoursville.
At the Baltimore Convention September 22, Br. Robert
Wiggins in his testimony related this comfort activity and
learned that Sr. Laura Jacobson of the Wilmington Delaware
Ecclesia was from Montoursville originally. Through her contacts the Wilmington Ecclesia sent Comfort booklets and a letter
to each of the immediate family members who lost loved ones in
that crash. Br. Robert observed: It's wonderful to see how the
Lord worked this out to be a complementary work between two
ecclesias without prior consultation!"
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Serving Our Brethren
"Whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be the servant of all."

Mark 10:44

New Ecclesia

New Secretaries

New Addresses

Associated Bible Students of Central Ohio
Deborah Stewart, Secretary
46 Millfield Avenue
Westerville, OH 43081
Phone: (614) 890-1814

North Saskatchewan Bible Students
Ann Michalyca, Secretary
P.O. Box 1371
Melfort, SK SOE IAO
Canada
Phone: (306) 752-2197

Baltimore Bible Students
Robert Wagner, Secretary
9079 Waltham Woods Road
Baltimore, MD 21234

P.O. Box Number Change
P.O. Boxes in the area have been given
five digit numbers. Please note and use,
the new Box number and zip code when
writing:
Bible Students Newsletter
or
Miami Valley Bible Students
Ecclesia
P.O. Box 41033
Centerville, OH 45441-0033

Brethren

Portland Area Bible Students
Donna Ostrander, Secretary
9617 NW 4th Court
Vancouver, WA 98665-7524
Phone: (360) 573-9045
E-mail: wostrander@aol.com
Puget Sound Bible Students
Rosalie Palmgren, Secretary
P.O. Box 12857
Mill Creek, WA 98082-0857
Phone: (206) 742-4439

From page 8

response came for a booklet we offered two years ago, about the
desire of all nations. It was encouraging. I also want to share one
of my favorite texts in Isaiah 43:2. What a wonderful
promise!..."
"Someone up there must be watching over you!"
Br. Harold Duckett, Columbus Bible Students
"... We got here just as lunch was ending yesterday. We were
coming out of Marysville which is about 30 miles out of
Columbus, and the engine light came on. This has happened
before, and I just raise the hood and give it a few minutes to cool.
This time, it slowed down and the alternator and battery stopped.
I started towards the Marysville exit just ahead, then a car
stopped. Nearing, he said, you are in luck. I work for AutoZone
in Marysville. Hop in and I'll take you to call someone.' He said
the state highway patrol does not come on that road very often.
Then he said, 'Someone up there must be watching over you
because normally I am at this spot 20 minutes earlier. I am
running late!' So I saw the Lord's overruling in that. We got to
the store and was unable to reach anyone in Columbus. He then
said he had a loaner battery that we could use to recharge the old
battery. We did that, found out it was the alternator, and put one
in. So, I will stop by there on my way home to pick up my battery
and leave theirs...we saw the Lord's overruling in the whole
experience..."
Testimonies at Bellingham, WA Oct. 6:
Learned Much in Thirty-one Years
Sr. Barbara Franco, Vancouver Ecclesia
"Thirty-one years ago I came to the first convention, I did not
know very much. I had not read the First Volume - but the first
Reprint from cover to cover because I thought the Reprints were
the Volumes—thank goodness they were not. My mother who
was in the Truth corrected my misunderstanding. Those thirtyone years have been wonderful years. I have learned so much
and I see many chairs here [empty] and faces no longer with us.

San Antonio Bible Students
P.O. Box 13155
San Antonio, 1'X 78213-0155

Notes on the Passover and
the Memorial
The Portland Area Bible Students announce that the book by Anton Frey entitled: Notes on the Passover and the Memorial is available again. The cost is
$2.00. Order from: Portland Area Bible
Students, P.O. Box 23232, Tigard, OR
97281-3232

I started to think about them a little while ago and I started to cry
so I had to go into the corridor. But we remember them and love
them. We pray they are with the Lord in heaven, and I pray that
all of us will soon be there, and all this terrible trouble in the earth
will soon be over...
I was reading in the First Volume and noticed something I had
not seen before. Jesus knew and loved his heavenly Father
because of his knowledge of his Father. If we want to truly love
and trust the Lord, we must study so that we can have the
knowledge of his wonderful character. I pray that each one of us
will do just that."
Attitude Makes the Difference
Sr. Rosalie Palmgren, Puget Sound Ecclesia
"The Schroeders have extended their love to you, thanking you
very much for your prayers, messages on the e-mail, cards and
letters. The children are really seeing the love of the brethren
through the greetings and things sent to them...We have spent
time in the hospital with Luke, and met a lot of cancer patients
this week. The thing that amazes me the most is their attitude. Br.
Don, in his discourse, brought out the thought on attitude. And
we, having the Lord's blessing upon us, and the Truth on all
things, should be in the proper attitude of mind. It assisted me
to be amongst those who have reason to be grumpy, hurting and
feeling downcast—but they were not. They were up and had
good attitudes. I was amazed at that and was given a lesson, that
I need to have the proper attitude in all my experiences. This is
my desire and I desire it for all of you."
Testimonies at Connellsville, PA Oct. 26, 27:
Student Remembered Him from Booth
Br. David Hauke, Baltimore Area Bible Students
"...One of the things we have done every year is have a booth on
community day on the campus where I work. You get a few
names, but usually nothing comes of them. One day, a few weeks
ago, a student recognized me having talked to me at our booth.
See

Brethren next page
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More from Life of Departed Saint
The death of Sr. Antonina Komanowski of
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan was
reported in the Fall issue of the
Newsletter. Meanwhile, her daughter Sr.
Winnie Gowryluk has submitted some
interesting features of her mother's life
which we are happy to share. Ed. (Edited

for length.)
Sr. Antonina was born in Poland July 16,
1910. Her father died when she was nine
and her mother four years later. She was
raised in the Orthodox church, and she
told her daughters that in her early youth
she was inclined to the worship of God
and feels she would have wanted to
become a nun, except for her father's
large dislike of the Papacy.
She first attended a public Truth lecture when 19 years of age. The part that
especially touched her heart was, -The
blind shall see." Her father was blind and
never saw his daughter. Antonina often
spoke of the brethren who influenced her
early spiritual development. One such
was Br. Grudzien who was shot by a
Catholic mob at a convention (he was the
grandfather of Br. Darius Grudzien of
Chicago, IL); another was Br. Gumiela
(many met him at the early international
conventions). One other was Br. Stan
(American) who lost his life in a Nazi
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Sr. Antonina Komanowski

concentration camp.
While still in Poland she married Br.
Nicholas Komanowski whose parents and
family were all consecrated to the Lord.
The young couple had a happy eight years
together. Their home was used for Sunday meetings and fellowship of about 60
brethren in the Lublin area. In 1944, near
the end of the war, Nicholas was drafted
into the army. He refused to take up arms,
standing by his Christian principles. For
this he was shot as a conscientious objector at the age of 33. Antonina was left with
two young daughters: Helen six years,
and Winnie five-months old. In his last

From page 10

We had an excellent opportunity to give a little run-down of the
Plan as well as deliver some literature to him the next day. Of
course, I do not expect much to come of it since he is actively
involved with other things and calls himself nondenominational and Calvinist. But just for those who think that
nothing is ever happening, you never can tell, because he had
probably seen us in our booth 2-3 years previously. But every
now and then someone will pop up. If that could be of any
encouragement, we certainly would want to give it, especially in
these last days because there is going to be less and less interest
as the troubles come upon the world and the Church."
"Awesome" Opportunity
Sr. Linda Koreny, Wilmington, Delaware Ecclesia
"A couple of weeks ago we arrived home and on our answering
machine was a man's name and phone number. He was looking
for us regarding 'Charles Taze Russell'. I called him
immediately. He and his wife were both third and fourth
generation Jehovah's Witnesses. He was an elder in the
Jehovah's Witness Congregation in Rising Sun, Maryland, and
in 1984 was disfellowshiped. He then started Nehemiah
Ministries, for the purpose of getting Jehovah's Witnesses out
of the Society. In response to his newspaper article, I had written
him a letter in 1984 and enclosed a 'Light After Darkness,' and
a 'Last Will and Testament.' He got it and thought, Oh, now the
evil servants are after me! So he stuck it in a file. To this day he
does not know why he did not throw it away. In the meantime,

letter to her his only request was that she
raise their children to love the Lord.
In 1950, Sr. Komanowski came to
Canada to the Prince Albert area. There
she was instrumental in introducing the
six volumes of Studies in the Scriptures to
the young people eagerly studying to learn
God's plan. She was privileged to attend
several Polish General Conventions in
the States and was active in the North
Saskatchewan Ecclesia studies for many
years.
In 1994 after her first stroke she made
her home with her daughter Sr. Helen and
son-in-law Br. Adam Siwak. The last two
years were her most difficult. She broke
her hip when she fell at the hospital in a
stroke. This left her paralyzed and cost
her the ability to speak.
Sr. Komanowski lived a long and vital
consecrated life of 67 years enduring
faithfully personal tragedies to her loved
ones and beloved brethren. She is proof
that the Lord's promised grace was sufficient in every time of need.
The faithful brethren noted here who
sealed their witness with their blood made
the supreme sacrifice which all the consecrated could be required to do in keeping
with their covenant. May we be strengthened in the spirit to endure all things. Ed. ❑

he had gotten what he called the 'truth,' which is really the main
line Christianity of hell, trinity, immortal soul and all that, from
a book by Franz, called Conflict of Conscience. Franz is a
nephew of a former head of Jehovah's Witnesses. He is really
sold on this hell and trinity. But he called me and we talked. And
since then we have had many, many conversations that have
gone on for hours on the phone. He was in awe that I could get
him a set of the Volumes. He told the history of Charles Russell
that he got from Franz's book which said the Pastor got the 1874
date out of the Pyramid. I told him that Franz's history was
incorrect. He tells me how much he enjoys talking to me, which
I think is because he is getting more dialogue... If the brethren
can remember me in this awesome experience...also, there is a
possibility that he might be coming with us to Jersey City
Convention. So, I think it is interesting that you never know
when you do something when it will come back to you."
First Convention in a Year - Blessed!
Sr. Helen Johnson, S. SteubenvilleEcclesia
want to praise my heavenly Father for all the blessings and
experiences of this past year. They have been many and varied
due to my husband's health. I want to thank all the brethren for
their prayers on my behalf. There has been some improvement
in him and it is nice to see him walking again. I am so thankful
to be able to attend this convention because I have had to miss
meetings for about three months in this past year. This is my first
convention since last Connellsville Convention. It has raised
See Brethren next page
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Two Pages From History
Pastor Russell and Benjamin Netanyahu

6,2

- -

The renowned Christian preacher and
It was suggested that since Benjamin
Netanyahu has been elevated to Prime Bible scholar Charles Taze Russell (1852Minister of Israel, that his endorsement of 1916) is known to many as the founder *
the book Pastor Charles Taze Russell in of the Jehovah's Witnesses. But few real1986, while Israeli Ambassador to the ize that Pastor Russell was an early advoU.N., may now have an added cate of Zionism and that he predicted the
significance. He wrote then: imminent return of the Jewish people to
"David Horowitz sets the record Israel. This collection of relevant articles
straight about the beliefs and achieve- and letters disclose some previously unments of Charles Taze Russell. A recogni- known facts about Russell, such as his
tion of Pastor Russell's important role as anticipation of the return of the Jews to
an early American Christian advocate of the Holy Land.
*Joseph Rutherford was the founder of
Zionism is long overdue..."
The book's author, David Horowitz, is Jehovah's Witnesses. The name was offieditor of the United Israel Bulletin. The cially adopted on July 26, 1931 at their
Newsletter published a full page review International Convention in Columbus,
of the book in its Spring issue 1986. Ex- Ohio. Ed.
cerpts from it's jacket state:

Cqr0ail')) 4,'(, 9

The Emphatic Diaglott
In 1888, Zion's Watch Tower carried in
the July issue (Reprint page 1051) an
offer to all its readers to receive a copy of
the Emphatic Diaglott at a subsidized
price of $1.50 which included a year's
subscription (or renewal) to the Tower,
and postage of sixteen cents. The brother
who made this possible, acquired in 1902
the copyright and plates and presented
them to the Society as a gift.
An early copy at hand, which was presented in 1903 to Br. Silas Arnold of Dayton, Ohio by Br. Russell, includes an
editor's page. As this has not been included in later editions, the text of this
item may be of interest to our readers and
is reprinted here.

"A Friendly Criticism"
This work we regard as a very valuable
help to all Bible students, whether conversant with the Greek language or not.
We esteem it (as a whole) the most valuable translation of the New Testament
extant.
We call special attention to the 'word for
word' translation, found immediately under
the Greek text, in the left hand column. It will
be found valuable, especially for a critical
examination of any particular text. A little
study will enable you to appreciate it.
Like all things made and done by imperfect mortals, we think this valuable
work not without its faults. It would seem
to us that the author must have held the

Brethren From page 11
me to a high level that I will be chewing on for a number of weeks
and maybe months. I am so appreciative to have my dear sister
Mildred Raffel from Dayton, Ohio, because dear Sr. Elneta
MacAlister brought her here. I am thankful to the Lord for every
experience and every blessing."

Someday Everyone Will Accept the Truth
Br. Eugene Burns, Northwest Indiana Ecclesia
"I have been confronted in recent times with some challanges to
the Present Truth. The more I look into these things, the more I
am satisfied in my heart of hearts that we indeed have the Truth
- that we are not following cunningly devised fables. We have
a 'thus saith the Lord' for the things we believe and put our faith
in. So I am thankful this convention is centered around Present
Truth - it is a glorious message. While it is not well received by
the world, I am glad to be among those, in this time and place,
who rejoice in it and stand for it even though it is frowned upon
and put down to some extent by our church friends and the
world. The time will come when the Truth will be received by
everyone. It is wonderful to be able to stand under this banner
of the Truth at a time when others do not appreciate it and they
may scorn those who do."

that Jesus had no prehuman existview that
ence, and that there is no personal devil;
i. e., that when the word 'devil' is used evil
principle is meant; also that Jesus is still a
man and flesh, in glory.
In commending this work to you as a
whole so highly as we have done, we
deem it but a duty to draw your attention
to a very slight bias which we think pervades the work in the direction named.
As some pointed illustrations of what
we have remarked, we suggest an examination and comparison between the right
and left columns of the work, in the following scriptures, viz: John 1:10, Rev.
13:8; Jude 9; Heb. 10:20.
Editor of Zion's Watch Tower.

Remembers Br. Russell's 80th Anniversary
Sr. Mollie Heidelbach, Milwaukee, Wisconsin Ecclesia
"We want to thank the heavenly Father for his dear Son and the
holy Spirit. Br. Ed and I had the privilege this summer to serve
at our fair booth. Not many responded, but it did not make us too
sad because we realize that brethren are being faithful. No
crowns are being dropped. That made us happy—and of course,
we were preaching the Kingdom message...We thank the Lord
for the Newsletter. We feel it is the tie that binds our hearts in
Christian love. We thank our Father for all of our guardian
angels, because if it were not for them, we would not be here
either. We also thank our Father for raising up St. Paul. He took
up collections for the poor brethren in Jerusalem, and we are
thankful for the brethren who are doing this. They are always
going to be on our special prayer list. We always have a special
prayer list, and we wanted to remind the friends to always have
brethren in nursing homes on their prayer lists because they will
then have specialized care. We appreciate the brethren who
make audio and video tapes of conventions. We have the
privilege of going to conventions every day! Next Thursday, it
will be 80 years ago that our beloved Br. Russell was changed.
If it is possible, we would like to have hymn 273 sung at this
convention in his memory..."
See Brethren next page
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Conventions
"God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints, and to be had in reverence of all that are about him."

March 28-30 Winnipeg, Manitoba. Winnipeg Bible Students
Annual. Five speakers. Programs/information from Secretary:
Greg Carpenter, 130 Helmsdale Ave., Winnipeg, MB Canada,
R2K OV7 Phone: (204) 669-6704.
April 5,6 Columbus, Ohio. Columbus Bible Students Ecclesia
pre-Memorial. Olentangy High School, Lewis Center Rd.,
Powell, OH. Other information from Secretary: Mrs. Peter
Knapp, Box 24271, Columbus, Ohio 43224.
April 11-13 Seattle, Washington. Pre-Memorial. North Seattle
Bible Students, Bastyr Naturopathic University (formerly St.
Thomas Center), 14500 Juanita Drive NE, Bothell, WA. Phone
(206) 823-1300. Secretary: Mrs. Donald Nussel, P.O. Box
17441, Seattle, WA 98107-1141. Phone: (206) 783-7564.
April 12,13 Wilmington, Delaware. Wilmington/Chesapeake
City Ecclesia's pre-Memorial. Pilot School, 100 Garden of Eden
Road, Wilmington. Five speakers. Secretary: Mrs. A.T.
Armstrong, 211 W. Harrison Ave., New Castle, DE 19720.
Phone (302) 328-7673.
April 26,27 San Antonio, Texas. San Antonio Bible Students
Ecclesia, Omega Center, 216, W. Highland, Boerne, TX (210)
223-5948. Details from Secretary: Verna Hopstetter, 166
Fennel Drive, San Antonio, TX 78213. Phone (210) 344-1836.

Psa. 89:7

Garden City, MI. Secretary: Mrs. Henry Kwolek, 38321
Richland, Livonia, MI 48150-2443. Phone (313) 464-2122.
May 17, 18 Vancouver, British Columbia Vancouver
Ecclesia's Annual, Seventh Day Adventist Church, 5350 Baille
Street. Programs from Secretary: Barbara Ann Smith, 1787
148A Street, Surrey, BC V4A 6G5, Canada.
May 24,25 St. Louis, Missouri. Bible Students Ecclesia of St.
Louis Annual. Holiday Inn at 1-55 & Butler Hill Road.
Information from Secretary: Perry Robinson, 6860 Bear Creek
Drive, St. Louis, MO 63129. Phone (314) 846-5861, Fax: (314)
846-5888, e-mail: PICRobinson@aol.com.
June 14-15 Hope, Indiana. Hope Bible Students Annual.
Holiday Inn, Shelbyville, 5 speakers. Details from Secretary:
Sandy Chastain, 4688 29th Street, Columbus, IN 47203.
June 27-29 Salem, Oregon. Salem Bible Students Annual.
Scottish Rite Temple, 4090 Commercial Street SE.
Reservations: Mrs. Jerry Andrus, 3105 Inland Dr. S, Salem, OR
97302. Phone: (503) 363-9550.

May 3,4 Detroit, Michigan. Associated Bible Students of
Metro Detroit, Garden City High School, 6500 Middlebelt,

August 1-3 Denver, Colorado. Colorado Bible Students
Annual. Regis University, 3333 Regis Boulevard. Information:
Lana Turner, 94 Lupine Way, Golden, CO 80401. Phone: (303)
273-9570.

Ecclesias submitting convention listings for publication in the Newsletter
should be in harmony with the Statement of Purpose on the back panel.
The Miami Valley Bible Students Ecclesia, sponsors of the Bible Students
Newsletter, holds that such harmony includes agreement on the following
points: 1) That Pastor C.T. Russell is That Faithful and Wise Servant of
Matt. 24:45-47; 2) That the Lord is Present since 1874 and there began
his reign; 3) That the Church is developed under the Sarah feature of the

Abrahamic Covenant, the New Covenant is to be established with natural
Israel after the Church class is glorified; 4) Belief in and affirmation of
the truths of the Six Volumes of Studies in the Scriptures. Tabernacle
Shadows and other writings of Pastor C.T. Russell; 5) That the door to the
High Calling is still open (Rom 11:25); 6) That the Church shares in the
Sin-offering (Rom. 6:3-6,10,11 7) That the Times of Restitution began in
1874 (Acts 3:19-21).

Brethren

My husband died two years ago, and it was very difficult for me.
Then my youngest brother, after that funeral, became very sick.
He had never been sick in his life before. They found out he had
cancer in the stomach and six months later he was gone. About
three months after that, my nephew was killed on the job of
bricklaying. The wind was strong and blew the scaffold. He
dropped about 30 feet. So, that was three deaths in about 10
month's time. Then I broke my left wrist and then a few months
later I broke my right wrist. I was a mess for awhile, and missed
being at conventions and seeing my brethren. It has been a joy
to be here at this convention..."

From page 12

In Valley Experience Nowhere to go but 'Up.'
Sr. Shirley Mlodezenic, Suburban Washington D.C. Ecclesia
"You may have read about my husband passing away on July
30th from cancer. I want to thank you for all of your notes and
cards and expressions of love and scriptural support. They have
been a wonderful comfort to me. They have made me realize
more fully what a privileged condition I have of brethren in
Christ and the hope I have. My husband Henry was not
consecrated but understood a lot of the Truth. It gave him
tremendous comfort and peace in his final days when he realized
he was not going to conquer cancer. He understood that when he
would open his eyes again, it would be a better world. I cannot
begin to tell you all the overrulings that the heavenly Father has
done on our behalf and continues to do...I am in this valley
experience, but there is nowhere to go but 'up.' I am looking for
the Lord to help me and I am looking forward to my coming trip
to Israel. I know this will strengthen my faith in him..."
Rejoicing Despite Deaths and Injuries
Sr. Frances McKee, Springfield, Ohio
"I wish to praise my heavenly Father for all of his kindness and
goodness especially in the past two years. I appreciate this text
of casting your cares upon him, for he cares for you. I leaned a
lot on this particular scripture. It has given me much strength.

A Unique Experience
Br. Dudley Chastain, New Albany, Indiana Ecclesia
"...In all my 44 years of consecration, something happened that
I had never experienced. I was getting gasoline at a station, and
across the pump was my mail lady. She said, 'Could I have what
is in your pocket?' I said, 'What's that?' She said, 'That tract.'
She asked for it! I had never experienced that before. Since then,
she said her husband was a minister, and I have had the privilege
of putting some videotapes in the mailbox for her. She picks
them up and after she looks at them, she puts them back. I have
also had the privilege of putting a video in the local library on the
Pyramid. I ask an interest in your prayers..." ❑
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A Desecration of the Truth
This essay by Charles Krauthammer (Time Oct. 14, 1996) is so
compelling in its concerns for principles of truth in reporting,
we regret that space restricts us to excerpts only. Many
brethren, no doubt, have read this essay, but for those who have
not we include it. Ed.

As fighting raged in the streets of the West Bank and Gaza late
last month, Israel's opening of the now infamous Jerusalem
tunnel was denounced from Turtle Bay to Timbuktu as a
desecration of the Islamic holy sites in
Jerusalem. It took nearly a week and
fully 70 dead before the truth began to
trickle out: the charge was a lie.
This tunnel, which is in fact part of
an archaeological excavation, does not
impinge on any Islamic holy places. It
does not threaten any mosques. The
only religious site it does touch is
Judaism's holiest shrine, the Western
Wall. The excavation had been open
for eight years. It needed another gate
to allow more visitors.
Yet for days at the beginning of the
crisis the American press echoed the
falsehood. The Wall Street Journal,
front page, reported Palestinian violence sparked by "tunnel on
Jerusalem's Temple Mount." It isn't. ABC News' Peter Jennings
parroted the charge: "Muslims say the tunnel cuts under their
compound and call it a crime against Islam." It doesn't and it
isn't. The Washington Post explained that "it should come as no
surprise that violent passions were aroused by Israel's tampering with the ground beneath the Dome of the Rock and al-Aqsa
mosque." No ground beneath either shrine was touched (as
noted, ironically enough, on the same day on the Post's op-ed
paged by archaeological scholar Hershel Shanks).
What happened? The Western media were simply taken in by
a lie—an easily provable lie—put out by the P.L.O. and the Arab
League. At Arafat's urging, the League issued within 48 hours
of the tunnel's opening a declaration calling the tunnel "part of
an Israeli Zionist plot to destroy the Aqsa mosque [and] set up
the Temple of Solomon."
This charge would be hilarious if it weren't so grievous.
Secular Jews view the idea of rebuilding the Temple as loony;
religious Jews, as sacrilegious. (Only God can rebuild the
Temple.) Yet the Palestinian Authority echoed this incendiary

Our Lord's Memorial
Sunday evening, April 20, 1997
after six o'clock.
"...That the Lord Jesus the same night in which he was
betrayed took bread; and when he had given thanks, he
brake it, and said, 'Take eat; this is my body broken for
you; this do in remembrance of me.'" 1 Cor. 11:23-24

libel, calling on Palestinians "to express their anger" over this
"aggression on al-Aqsa mosque" and "desecration of the holy
placed."
Nearly a week into the crisis, some American media were still
broadcasting the charge. National Public Radio, for example,
reported on Sept. 30 that Palestinians "claim the project threatens the stability of al-Aqsa mosque."
Claim? The Soviets claimed to have invented baseball; Cuba,
the telephone. Some people claim to have seen Elvis, recently.
Arafat claims Jesus was a Palestinian.
Are all claims to be reported at face
value?
The Arab claim about the tunnel was,
in fact, a big lie: modern propaganda
with medieval resonance. In medieval
times, massacres against Jews were often carried out as vengeance for some
alleged Jewish desecration of Christianity. How would NPR have covered
the blood-libel-inspired massacre of the
Jews of Munich in 1286? "Leaders of
the massacre claim that the Jews had
killed Christian boys and used their
blood for religious rituals"?
And yet, during the "tunnel" riots of
two weeks ago, there were incidents of murder and sacrilege.
One occurred in Nablus, an Arab town under P.L.O. control.
There is in Nablus a Jewish religious site, Joseph's Tomb. Under
the P.L.O.-Israeli peace accords, it remained a tiny enclave
peopled by devout Jews and, for protection, a few Israeli soldiers. On Sept. 26, it was attacked by a Palestinian mob throwing
firebombs, Six Israelis were killed. Many prayer books were
burned.
Yet, while the tunnel received enormous coverage complete
with diagrams, the desecration of Joseph's Tomb, if reported at
all, merited at most a few sentences. And similar Palestinian
attempts to fire-bomb Judaism's third holiest shrine, Rachel's
Tomb in Bethlehem, received in the major American press no
mention at all, save one in the New York Times—in a picture
caption on page 12!
Anti-Israel bias in Western coverage of the Middle East has
a long, ignoble history. Rarely, however, does it take so stark a
form as a reported desecration that is totally false and real
desecrations that are barely reported. ❑

Israel Echoes Weekend
Associated Bible Students of Central Ohio invite the brethren to
a review of Mission to Israel 1996 and other associated topics.
Dates: February 15-16, 1997
Saturday-1:30 to 8:30
Sunday-9:30 to 4:00
Program: discourses, panels, testimony and fellowship; video
summary of trip. Other details will be forthcoming.
Financial assistance for meals to any requesting it.

Front page photos: L. Hotel where brethren stayed in Ariel (West Bank),
bottom: Dig at Zippori, R. En Gedi where David and band showered.

Reservations: Debbie Stewart, Secretary, 46 Millfield Ave.,
Westerville, OH 43081. Phone: (614) 890-1814. E-Mail:
Ransomed2 @ juno.com
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Israel Mission '96 Exceeds Fondest Expectations
In August 1996 we
first mailed out 45
letters of
invitation for our
mission to Israel in
November '96.
Most recipients
shared our Israel
Mission in 1992.
With a full and
challenging
agenda we wanted
a small, close-knit
dedicated band of
comforters. If 35
to 40 responded
favorably the
mission was on. By
October, 51 had
signed on. By this
we knew that it was
the Lord's will for
us to go. Of course, two were my
grandchildren Kathy and Jason. What
better place could they go?
There were four objectives to accomplish. First, give a message of comfort and
faith to the Israelis. Second, support the
faith of the Biblical Zionists in Jerusalem,
Samaria, and Judea (the so-called "West
Bank") and especially the settlers in
Hebron. Third, dialogue with Israeli leaders. Fourth, have everyone of the group to
experience daily the faith-inspiring blessings from an in-depth Biblical tour of
the land of Israel.
Our group will never forget Hayim
Mageni. Not only is he the most Biblical guide in Israel, he also loves the
land. With the enthusiasm of his faith
propelling him he runs and jumps as
he enacts the Biblical events of ancient times and portrays the fulfillment of Bible prophecy today. Hayim
would not consider a tour of Israel
without covering its Biblical heartland—Judea and Samaria ( -West
Bank"). I would not consider taking a
group of brethren to Israel without
sharing the dynamic faith experience
of Judea and Samaria.
Hayim told our group about our
first contact. Ruby Davidman, the director of Young Israel (the largest
grouping of Orthodox synagogues in Israel), invited me on a one day tour by
Hayim, the best Biblical guide in Israel."
At the end of the tour I asked Hayim if he
would guide the Bible Students, a Christian group. He said, "They wouldn't be
able to comprehend my level." I replied
"they will give you a run for your money."
Later Hayim said to Ruby, "Is Young Is-

the
problem.
Bobby Brown
opened his remarks to the Bible
Students—"Thank
you for your excellent work over the
years which has always been noticed
by people here and
appreciated by
people in important positions. I am
sure we can keep
counting on you as
we have counted
on you in the past.
Thank you very
much for what you
have done for us."
Mission comforters on Mount of Olives
Bobby, after
making a number
rael lowering their standards by having a of interesting points ended on a prophetic
goyim on the tour?" Ruby said, "That's no note. He observed that he was Mayor of
goyim—that's Kenneth Rawson!" We are Tekoa for many years—the same town
the only Christian group Hayim has agreed where the prophet Amos lived. When
to guide. We toured with him in 1992 and Bobby founded the modern town of Tekoa
now again in 1996. He is eager to do it in the so-called West Bank, they sent soil
again.
and water samples to the Ministry of Agriculture. He was thrilled with the reBible Students Appreciated
port—the only thing that would grow in
There were many evidences that the Tekoa was grapevines. He then quoted
worldwide work of the Bible Students on Amos 9:14-15 and sat down. "When I
behalf of the Jewish people is appreciated restore my people Israel they shall rebuild the ruined cities and inhabit
them; they shall plant vineyards and
drink the wine thereof . . . I will plant
them upon their land and they shall
never again be plucked up out of the
land which I have given them, says
the Lord our God."
The next speaker was Hanan Porat,
a member of the Knesset and ideologist for the National Religious Party.
He is a man of faith. The Bible is the
basis for his actions in the Knesset. In
the War of Independence, Porat was
one of the children evacuated before
the siege of Gush Etzion. Gush Etzion
fell to the Arabs and most of their
parents were murdered. After the '67
War, Porat was one of the founders of
the new Gush Etzion and he has been
Robert Brown, Advisor to Prime Minister
a leader in the settlement movement
in Israel. This was pointedly reflected by in Samaria and Judea. He spoke with
two speakers at our reception in the authority when he observed that no land
Knesset conference room. The first, Rob- owned by the Arabs has been taken for
ert Brown, (known affectionately to many Jewish settlements. Also, he urged the
of us as Bobby), is Advisor to the Prime Arabs to stay and enjoy the prosperity
Minister on Diaspora and Christian Af- which the Jews are bringing to the sofairs. When Sister Betty Precup was un- called West Bank. But he made it clear,
able to obtain a visa from the Israeli Em- that those Arabs who don't live in peace,
bassy in Romania, a fax to Bobby solved are not welcome to stay.
See Israel next page
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rael (Monday 5:00 pm) to discover our and took one from the pile. The Jerusalem
Israel From page 15
Post carried a photo of our video distribuThen Porat turned his remarks to the luggage missing!
The World Jewish Congress meeting tion at Zion Square with a favorable capBible Students by stating that we not only
read the Bible but believe the Bible is was scheduled for Wednesday at 4:00 pm tion.
3. Twelve hundred Time To Favor Zion
today's newspapers written centuries ago. and I had no suit or clean clothes. When
We now knew he was building up to some- our luggage arrived at the hotel Wednes- booklets were distributed. Three hundred
thing. He quoted Psalm 126:1-3 and ac- day at noon I was still wearing the same additional copies were given to Young
centuated the subtleties of the Hebrew. clothes from Sunday. Then it dawned on Israel for distribution to their people. The
When the Lord regathered the Jewish me that we had locked the suitcases and first attempt to distribute the booklet in
people to Zion, they were like dreamers. Sister Virginia had the keys with her—out Yehuda Mall met with some static but
touring others had very thrilling experiences.
They didn't re4. Two hundred very attractive packets
Judea with
alize the real
the group. I were prepared which contained four items:
significance of
tried the first "Israel Alert #1—The Christian Churches
what was hapsuitcase—it and Israel," "Israel Alert #2—The
pening. Verses
was locked. I Vatican's Hidden Agenda Concerning
2 and 3 speak
tried the sec- Jerusalem," a Hebrew Israel: Appointof a people
ond—it was ment with Destiny video and a booklet
who tell the
unlocked. specially prepared for the mission—Bible
nations what
We had Students—Early Christian Advocates of
great things
double Zionism. A packet was presented to each
the Lord is dochecked member of the Knesset (120) and the baling for the reboth suit- ance mailed to other Israeli leaders.
gathered Jews
5. Five hundred copies of the booklet
and they also
cases at home
tell us, Israel,
to be sure Bible Students—Early Christian Advothey were cates of Zionism were sent to libraries,
what great
Distributing videos at Zion Square
locked. yeshivas, universities, rabbis and profesthings the Lord
is doing for us. Then Porat said, The Thank the Lord that mine was now un- sors. The booklet contains a history of the
Bible Students are the ones that are telling locked and had my suit and clean clothes Bible Students and tracks the comfort mesthe world and Israel 'what great things the to wear. I would be able to dress appropri- sage to the Jewish people from Brother
Lord is doing for Israel' and we are glad. ately to represent the Truth at the World Russell's time until now.
6. Rabbi Meir Berzub has programs
We appreciate so much what the Bible Jewish Congress.
By the Lord's grace the session went with 100 to 300 Russian Jews two eveStudents are doing for us."
extremely well—including the question nings a week throughout Israel. He is
and answer period. The interest created interested in showing our Russian video
Comfort Mission
has prompted articles for newspapers in of Israel: Appointment with Destiny at
Accomplished
these programs as an onIsrael and
going operation and also
The Lord blessed our comfort mission abroad (U.S.
to distribute our video to
beyond our expectations and it was the and elsethe Russian immigrants.
Lord's doing—not ours. There is a lesson where).
in the history of the Church and the har2. We had
7. Four hundred Jewish
vest period to which I am very sensitive. 2000 Ruscounselors and instructors
The Lord lets strong-willed people make sian lanfrom all over Russia rethings happen even if it is not his will. I am guage videos
ceive training in Israel for
thankful that in both the 1992 Mission and 2250 Hesummer camps in Russia.
and 1996 Mission there were many loose brew videos
Each one of these will be
threads. We boarded the plane with the of Israel: Apgiven five videos. In addifaith that the threads would come together. pointment
tion to showing them at
The Lord wove them together in a beauti- with Destiny
camp they will take them
ful fabric of faith and comfort to Israel as produced in
to their home communiitemized below. By the Lord's overruling Israel for our
ties and show them to Jewa group of 50 Bible Students on a mission mission. All
ish audiences. This will
of comfort at this critical time impacted 4250 have
place 2000 videos in acthe Israeli consciousness and positive been distribtive use in Russia.
things happened.
uted or are in
8. The Sephardic EduGuide Hayim Mageni at Jericho
1. The World Jewish Congress had in- process of
cational Center of Jerusavited me to address a group of 30 VIPs distribution as a result of contacts made lem has a seminar each summer for the
from the academic, religious and civic on this mission. A thousand Hebrew vid- directors of its 500 centers in the United
segments in Jerusalem on the significance eos were distributed in Zion Square, Jerusa- States. They requested that our English
of the Southern Baptist Convention reso- lem, by 10 eager volunteers. Some who video be given to each of the 500 direclution to target the Jewish people for con- received videos in '96 remembered our tors who in turn will show it to their reversion. This meeting pointed up one of showing in Jerusalem in 1992 and were spective centers. They are waiting for our
the many evidences of the Lord's overrul- delighted to get their own copy. A few Spanish version to distribute in South
ing providences. Ten of us arrived in Is- who initially refused them circled around America.

9. During the Labor administration the
traditional roots of the Jewish people were
deleted from public school curricula. Several key people in the Ministry of Education are pushing to have Israel: Appointment with Destiny used in the classrooms
of the public school system. This is in the
Lord's hands and is certainly a matter for
prayer.
10. Several prestigious yeshivas will
use our videos in their curriculum.
11. The editor of the
largest Russian language
newspaper in Israel was
so impressed by the Israel
Alert #1—The Christian
Churches and Israel that,
he wanted to do an article
on our work.
12. The Gush Etzion
block of settlements in
Judea has a cable TV station. They asked for both a
Hebrew and English video
to be played on their cable
station.
13. At the settlement of
Ofra in Samaria representatives of five settlements
gathered to see the English
version of Israel.. Appointment with Destiny. Brothers Rob Ostry, Bill Gill and
John Baker made the trip with me at night
in a reinforced taxi. Boulder throwing by
Palestinian Arabs is common in that area
at night. After the showing nobody wanted
to leave. The settlers just kept talking with
the brethren and asking questions. The
cab driver, who was supposed to meet us
at 10:00 pm, finally left. At 11:30 pm one
of the settlers drove us home. As we turned
onto the dangerous stretch of road the
driver said a prayer in Hebrew for safe
travel and then pointed out the high places
where Arabs attack with rocks. One couple
at the showing told of being attacked recently with 45 rocks—their youngest child
received head injuries. We arrived safely
at our hotel at 12:15 am.
14. There was a showing at the Gush
Etzion Regional Council building for lead-

ers of the various settlements in Judea.
They in turn will show the video at their
settlements.
15. The hottest concern in Israel was
the issue of Israeli troop re-deployment in
Hebron. I was asked to share the platform
with Nadia Matar, co-chair (with her
mother-in-law Ruth Matar) of the Women
in Green. Surprisingly, for a group of
Orthodox women, they are one of the
most active groups opposing giving any

Jerusalem showing

land for peace. Nadia spoke on the Hebron
issue and the threat of Arabs to both Jews
and Christians. I presented Israel: Appointment With Destiny in celebration of
100 years of Zionism and then gave my
thoughts on Hebron.
The audience of over 300 was mainly
Orthodox. In my remarks I decried the
great rift between Orthodox and secular
Jews over the land for peace issue and
challenged the Orthodox to create an outreach program to their secular brethren.
There was loud applause at that point. I
told them to "forget the land issue in this
outreach. First develop faith in God and in
Biblical Zionism and then the land issue
would fall in place."
After my part there was supposed to be
a question period in which Nadia and I
would participate. To our surprise the
chairperson, Toby (whom I remembered
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in the front row of our 1992 Jerusalem
showing cheering me on!), said that the
film was so inspirational that she hoped
they could forgo the question session and
go home fully inspired. Nadia expressed
her appreciation of the film to the audience and said that it should be shown in
every classroom in Israel's school systems (loud applause).
The chair was able to confine the following session to just one question. Many
Zion booklets were distributed and the brethren
shared with the audience.
16. We had another
thrilling showing in English at Netanya in an Orthodox synagogue. Over
180 came out. The question period was a joy. I
again pushed the need of
an Orthodox outreach to
secular Israelis and offered a free video to everyone who would loan it
to secular Israelis. They
accepted the challenge.
Once again the brethren
were great in their interaction with the audience.
17. Orthodox outreach—how better
could our message of faith and comfort
spread across Israel. Arrangements have
been made with Rabbi Gordon, the President of the Rabbis Council of Young Israel Synagogues in Israel to continue this
outreach as an ongoing operation. Five
hundred videos are to be given to members of their congregations. Each member
is to keep loaning their video to secular
friends and associates. We will look for
further opportunities in this area.
18. We had two Russian showings
scheduled. Although the Russian video
has been shown in Israel, this was the first
time it was shown by Bible Students. I
asked Brother Bob Gray and Brother O.B.
Elbert to handle these showings. Their
reports follow. c:11

Russian Language Presentation in Ariel
Nine of us separated from the group and
traveled to Arid. It is the largest and most
impressive of the "settlements" in
Samaria. Far from the vision of trailer
homes, tents and a "roughing it" life style
the word "settlement" conveys, Arid is a
modem city in every sense. The homes
are beautiful and spacious and shopping
malls are centrally located to the

community.
Our destination was the Arid community center—which had just recently
opened. Any community in the United
States would be elated to have as beautiful and large a facility as this. We were
greeted by our hostess, a very pleasant
woman who had made aliyah from the
New York metropolitan area.

A slight mishap had rendered our video
projector unuseable. We remained calm
and looked to the Lord for his overruling.
Once inside the center we saw a large
television with a VCR which had been
purchased for public meetings in Ariel.
Our hostess reassured us saying that it
was ours to use. We supplemented its
See Ariel next page
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Russian Showing on the Golan Heights
At the conclusion during the time for
On Tuesday, November 12, a jubilant the auditorium was still empty. Sr. Betti
"crew" of brethren piled into the van with Precup was sent out to see if she could talk questions and comments a woman stood
the video equipment and a generous anybody into coming in. Then, right at up and excitedly started talking in Russupply of Russian and Hebrew videos. A eleven o' clock the people started stream- sian. Having to wait for the English transspecial prayer seeking the Lord's ing in. (Later we concluded that they were lation, the brethren melted with joy to
hear, "It was astonishing to us all.
blessing was offered before
.. what an encouragement to hear
driving off.
what you said to us. . .thank you,
The Community Center (The
thank you!" She then added that
Matmas) at Qatzrin was nestled in
a beautiful complex of stone
we should have a translation of
the video in Arabic. They needed
buildings. We met with Sarah, a
to see this too!
descendant of Romanian Jewish
Br. Bob took comments and
émigrés, who directs the Matmas,
answered questions. Ella who did
and Ella Shapiro, who works with
not want to rely on her English
the Russian immigrants and arasked a teacher to translate from
ranged for the showing. Ella came
out to greet us and directed us to
English to Hebrew for her. She in
turn translated the comments bethe theater where the equipment
was to be set up. Carefully, the
tween Hebrew and Russian. In
videos were stacked on two tables
appreciation, the brethren then
in the lobby of the auditorium and
were presented with a hand-made
banner of a menorah. Several
covered for later distribution
lingered afterwards to come up
when the people would exit after
Russian showing—daughter of "Russian Refusnik"
on the stage to talk with the breththe showing. Because there was
time after all the equipment was in place all learning Hebrew at an Ulpan class ren. One of the women who was very
before the scheduled showing at eleven which let out at eleven.) And they came excited with the showing came up. She is
o'clock, we were invited by Sarah, the streaming in with videos in their hands— the daughter of a Russian Jewish "prisdirector of the Community Center, to a which they had just conveniently helped oner of Zion" who was incarcerated for
conference room to sit down and have themselves to! A soft chatter rose from teaching Jewish religious and cultural
some coffee and cake. As we talked en- the people as they started reading the ideas and desiring to emigrate to Israel
thusiastically about Israel's right to the covers of the video boxes out loud to each back in the 1920's. She showed us the
Promised Land, she interjected with a note other.
newspaper clipping.
of poignancy, "This is very difficult for
When the presentation opened, just to
For those who knew some English, Time
me to talk about. Holding on to the land hear the booming "Voice of God" in the to Favor Zion booklets were supplied. A
means losing lives." Pointing to her heart, Russian language—in the presence of all total of 92-95 people attended and apshe added, "My oldest son is about to go these Russian immigrants—was very mov- proximately 100 videos were distribinto the army..."
ing. "The Lord liveth, that brought up the uted—taken.
Just a few minutes before the sched- children of Israel from the land of the
uled time, we were very disappointed that

Ariel
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sound with our larger speaker system and
it worked very well—the picture and
sound were excellent.
Our Russian audience began to trickle
in slowly. At just a few minutes to show
time there were perhaps 40 in the room. A
sudden rush of people expanded the audience to over 80 by the time we started. We
were very excited about seeing the reaction of these Russian olim to the message
of Israel: Appointment With Destiny in
their own language.
The lights dimmed, the tape started and
as soon as the voice of the Lord started to
boom out we knew that this would be a
special moment. We don't understand
Russian but, having seen the English ver-

sion countless times, we knew what the
narrator was saying. His tone was powerful and filled with great emotion. We
thanked the Lord for providing this
narrator's availability and effort. The audience was captivated, heads were nodding, knowing glances exchanged and
tears of joy were wiped away.
At the end of the showing each person
was given a copy of the video in Russian.
They thanked us profusely. One older
woman told Brother O.B. that she wanted
to give him a great big Russian grandma
hug. In the closing remarks the following
observation was made, "It is a miracle of
God that you are now in the Land that God
has promised you. But you and I know
that your journey is not yet complete. In

God's plan it is your role to teach his
Torah [the Law] to the nations. Your journey must continue in learning the Torah
and your Bible well. Then you may fulfill
your destiny to be a light to the nations."
Our crew had wonderful opportunities to
speak with members of the audience after
the showing. However, most of them left
rather suddenly.
On our way out we passed a classroom
in the community center. There many of
our audience sat at desks, their videos in
front of them, enthusiastically engaging
in Hebrew lessons. We thank the heavenly Father for this marvelous opportunity.
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Hebron A Must
Hebron was the most dangerous place in
Israel during our trip. Arafat had just
made a speech inciting the Palestinians of
Hebron to violence. The more than
100,000 Palestinians surrounding the
500 Jewish settlers are so close that there
is no possible way of preventing or
providing protection against a shooting.
All the IDF can do is rush to occupy the
Palestinian areas to prevent an escalation.
Notwithstanding all of this, the brethren
were determined to give comfort and
support to these beleaguered settlers. The
head of the Hebron Council was to greet
and give us a tour of Hebron but was
suddenly called to a meeting with
Netanyahu. Eighty videos were provided
for the comfort of the settlers. This
support was appreciated. The
following is a report from Sr.
Nancy Machacek.
The most ancient Jewish site
of the world, dating back 3700
years, is found in this City of
the Patriarchs. The tombs of
Abraham and Sarah (Gen.
23:19; 25:10), Isaac and
Rebekah, and Jacob and Leah
(Gen. 49:29-31; 50:13) are located in the cave of
Machpelah...the very men to
whom the promises of the Holy
One of Israel were given! (Gen.
22:15-18; 17:21; 26:24; 35:1012) Four hundred and seventy-six years after Abraham
received the promise, Caleb
requested Hebron. It was his
portion after the nation of Israel conquered the land. (Josh.
14:13,14) Hebron was one of
the cities which was the inheritance of the
Levites. (Josh. 21:11,13) It was a city of
refuge. (1 Chron. 6:57) It was David's
capital for seven years before Jerusalem.
Even today, Hebron reflects its inheritance. Machpelah is more than a monument for the patriarchs' burial place. This
site is the heart of Israel's history. Within
the walls of the building, in the antechamber which stands before the memorials to
Isaac and Rebekah, Jews are especially
honored to bring their sons for the rite of
circumcision. To them it is a privilege to
continue this act of the covenant (commanded by God to Abraham) in the presence of the history represented by their
ancestors. (Gen. 17:1-13) It represents
the connection to a past, a heritage, a
faith. To what other people has such
promise been given? Who among the
people of the world can truly trace their

heritage to a specific place, to a specific
man? Are there other people who have
retained their culture and their faith regardless of uprooting and persecutions
for thousands of years?
The Hadassah Building, Beit Hadassah,
in the center of downtown Hebron, was
constructed in 1893. It served as a clinic
and offered charity to the needy of the
community. Today, when entering Beit
Hadassah, the visible presence of Israeli
military brought to sharp reality the danger in which these Jews live. Nevertheless, children walk freely on the road. A
cheerful play yard is situated in the courtyard before the door of the building.
A leader of Hebron, Shanny Horowitz
spoke to us. She formerly lived in New

Security at Hebron

York State. Her passion, determination,
and faith in the Scriptures are the tools
which she uses to continue to live in this
city. She is representative of the people of
Hebron and pointed out that there is an
Arab population of 82,000 residents in
the greater municipality of Hebron. During the day that number grows to 120,000.
The number of Jews in Hebron is 500.
It was interesting that as we left the
Hadassah Building, we could see, in the
heights above us, the location of the burial
places for Ruth, the Moabitess, and Jesse,
the father of King David. We could also
see Israeli military guarding the community.
The Old Jewish Quarter was within
walking distance from Beit Hadassah. It
was established in 1540 A.D. by Jews
expelled from Spain. ("Sephara" is the
Hebrew word for Spain.) They were re-

ceived by the Turks who had conquered
the land in 1517. The reference to -quarter" only indicates that the outer walls of
the buildings had no access to the surrounding streets. At night the gate leading to the courtyard closed, to prevent
entry of non-residents; the occupants of
the neighborhood were secure in their
homes. The population thrived, and by
1840 the quarter was very crowded. Jews
began to move outside of the quarter into
more spacious homes. Preceding 1929,
the Jews lived in harmony with their Arab
neighbors. The clinic at Beit Hadassah
provided medical care for Arabs and Jews
alike. The Jews became complacent.
When the massacre of 1929 occurred,
Jewish lives and property were destroyed.
The British government did not
intervene to protect the Jews
from their Arab attackers. A
return to their homes was attempted in 1931. But when the
Arabs began rioting again in
1936, the British forced the
Jews to leave. It was a comfort
to the Jews that, at least, they
could come to the Synagogue
of Abraham to pray. But the
situation was to change.
When the Jordanians took
control of the area in 1948, no
Jews were allowed entry at all.
Their property was destroyed.
The synagogue was not only
destroyed but also desecrated.
For the next nineteen years,
Jews were forbidden to come
to Hebron. They were cut off
from the tangible sites of their
predecessors.
During the Six Day War, Israel captured Hebron. At last they could pray in
this city of their ancestors. But the Labor
government forbade a Jewish settlement
in Hebron. In 1979, a group of women and
children occupied the Hadassah Building
and refused to leave. Finally the government agreed to a Jewish settlement in
Hebron. The synagogue was restored to
its original condition. The only additions
were electricity and lights. The Torah,
which had been rescued in 1929, was
returned with much rejoicing. The man
who had saved the scrolls thirty-eight
years earlier carried them into the synagogue by himself; he refused to let anyone help. A point of interest— Jews honor
holy places of all religions. No holy place
is treated with disrespect. This was observed repeatedly.
See

Hebron next page
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The Gaza Strip
A mission to Gaza was a long time
coming. Gaza was at first on the itinerary
of our '92 Mission. Then Young Israel
wanted us to spend a day visiting the
settlements of Gaza, stay overnight at a
five star hotel on the Mediterranean and
then visit their group of Russian Jews in
Gaza. This was finally ruled out. Now in
1996 the Grays and Sister Alys Schnieder
were able to go. I only
regret that the whole
group was unable to
make the trip. The
following is Brother
Bob and Sister
Rebecca's report of
their thrilling Gaza
experience.
At the border of Gaza
the rental van was left
near the Israeli border
police and we—boxes
and all—hopped into the
bullet-resistant armored
van. We were driven to
the settlement of
Netzarim by its administrator Shlomo
Kustiner.
He was given an explanation of the
work the Bible Students are doing. Without even seeing the video, he accepted
approximately 35 Hebrew videos and two
Russian videos for the community. Soon
one of the women of the Netzarim, a recent immigrant from Morris County, New
Jersey, named Tami (a young mother with
her baby in tow) was called in to facilitate
translating our conversation.
During the visit Shlomo Kustiner
showed the brethren the entire settlement.
On the tour each time we piled into the
station wagon, Tami placed her very
agreeable baby in the back seat with the
three brethren. They brought the brethren
to a lookout tower and then to a greenhouse to walk between the rows and rows
of lettuce. The computerized method of
irrigation allows for watering drop by
drop. A sobering observation was a set of
patched holes in one of the greenhouses.

Hebron
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The synagogue is restored and families have returned. As at Beit Hadassah,
there is a playground area for the children. The new, modern flats are three
stories high. Evidence is strong that the
Jews have returned to stay. From the yard,
we saw a man at work restoring an origi-

Last month in connection with the Western Wall Tunnel crisis," a wire-tripped
mine had blasted through an explosive
device. The person who tripped the wire
lunged out of the way and was not hurt
severely, but two soldiers in searching
out the greenhouse area that evening
tripped another mine and were killed.
Arrangements were then made to con-

Children in Gaza

to another settlement with
Shlomo's wife, Sara-Leah, who would
escort us after we got our van back. (The
roads would be safer going south to Gush
Katif as long as a certain route was maintained.) Sara, however, was very reserved
at first and not sure about having her
picture taken. While she went to shop, we
met with our contact, Datya Yitzaki, in her
busy office. While we talked and exchanged, little tomatoes were served like
candy to the brethren. Datya also graciously took about 65 videos (some of
them in Russian) before even previewing
one. She also called the educational office and asked them to view it for use with
their programs and said they would have
them available in their video library.
On the way back to drop off Sara for
her armored truck ride back into her settlement, she mentioned that she goes to
Jerusalem once a week to study the Scriptures. In inquiring what she was studying,
tinue on

nal wall of the Quarter—under the protection of an Israeli soldier.
From the top of the roof of one of the
buildings, locations around the area were
identified for us. Three large tanks supply water for drinking in the event that the
external supply should be cut off. Also on
the roof tops were soldiers.

she volunteered that her favorite text followed the Shema, "You shall love the
LORD your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your might."
When we pulled up to the station, there
were many soldiers milling around, but
the special security van had not yet come.
In deciding to wait with her, one of the
brethren got into a lively discussion with
some of the soldiers.
Sara then looked at the
brethren in the van and
said, "So why don't
you give them some
videos!" When responded to, with a
look of disbelief, she
sheepishly explained
with a smile, "Well,
I've been with you for
an hour, haven't I?"
We were glad that our
enthusiasm was contagious. About 10
more videos were then
passed out to the soldiers.
On the way back to
rejoin the brethren, an irresistible pull
forced the brethren to stop in the town of
Petah Tekvah. Sure enough, in the center
of the bustling metropolis was a monument to Baron Von Rothschild with the
clear inscription of the date, 1878. The
brethren also decided to disperse some of
the remaining videos in the open shopping plaza. After about 40 more videos
were distributed—Hebrew and Russian—
one of the brethren started talking to a
lady who was a cardiologist from Russia.
She insisted she had seen the video in
Russia (Professor Branover's people in
Russia had distributed 2000 videos there).
She was visiting in Israel and considering
aliyah and was pleased to take two videos
for her suitcase to bring back to Russia.
The business card she left with us said, Dr.
Frida Klets, President of Yekaterinburg
Jewish Community Center of
Yekaterinburg, Russia.

The world powers are insisting on the
redeployment of the Israeli Army. The
Jewish settlement in Hebron is the lowest
point in the area surrounded by hills where
the Palestinians live. Any form of redeployment would make the settlers "sitting
ducks" whenever Arafat chose to turn on
the terrorism.
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faculties Palestinians are already presenting to Israelis, the smuggling of arms into
the territories, the recent riots after the
opening of the Western Wall tunnel, and
Palestinian policemen shooting at the Israeli Defense Forces. These difficulties
would be magnified many times with the
establishment of an independent Palestine with ability to militarize and cooperate with radical Arab governments such
as Syria, Libya and Iran.
Levy went on to explain that peace
with Syria is a problem no less complex
than peace with the Palestinians. Arab
governments play by different rules than
the Israelis. This must be taken into consideration in any agreement. To meet the
challenges presented by the peace pro-

cave. So today the land that Jews are
settling (not public land) is land that is
purchased, not taken, from the Arabs. The
Jewish people have a divine right to the
land and there is no stronger right.
"People are looking for their roots, but
do they consider how long the roots of
Yehuda Levy
Israel are?" Shaki asked. "Some in Israel
Yehuda Levy is the president and pubbelieve in nationalism sans religion. They
forget the roots of Israel. Some are afraid of
lisher of the Jerusalem Post, one of the
world's most respected English newspathe religious members of the Knesset who
pers, and has been very helpful to our
hold twenty-five percent of the seats. Israel
work. Levy is an original Palestinian. He
has never had any thought of dominating
was born 61 years ago in Israel to Jewish
others. Where do they think human rights
came from? It is from the Book of Genesis
parents and was given a birth certificate
that states his nationality is Palestinian.
where God declares that he created man in
his image. The United Nations has a declaBefore 1948 anyone born in the georation of human rights, but what is the
graphic area of the British mandate was
source of this idea? It is the Torah
considered a Palestinian, whether
and without the Bible we are rootJewish, Muslim or Christian. Palless."
estine referred to a people of a
Shaki noted that most of those
geographic region, not a culture.
who have founded settlements
It was not until the 1960's that
have a combination of religious
Yasser Arafat created a Palestinfaith and nationalism. The Naian people out of the Arabic poputional Religious Party represents
lation in the refugee camps. Levy
many such persons. Because of
said he was the first Palestinian
this the NRP has great concerns
refugee as his home was burned
about the Hebron agreement. The
by the Arabs when he was young.
Oslo signing says that Hebron
His life spans the period just bemust be turned over under interfore and throughout the State of
national law. "But" Shaki said
Israel's history. He has fought in
"Arafat has not upheld his porall of Israel's wars.
tion, the Palestinian covenant has
According to Levy the two top
not been removed. He has not
issues debated in Israel today are
disarmed Hamas and Islamic
1) the peace process and 2) the
Yehuda Levi, President and Publisher of Jerusalem Post
Jihad, nor has he extradited Arrelationship with Syria. In his
opinion the biggest issue should be the cess and its Arab neighbors, Israel must abs wanted for crimes committed against
internal relationships and social situation be strong and tough militarily, morally, Israelis, nor has he refrained from discussing the final status of Jerusalem." He
in Israel. "Today Israeli society is so and economically.
noted the precarious position of the curdivided that it can threaten the existence
Professor Avner Shaki
rent government in the face of world opinof the state. There used to be an eighty
Professor Shaki is a member of the ion.
percent consensus on important issues
Shaki ended by challenging us to ask
but the Oslo agreement changed all this." National Religious Party (NRP) and holder
Despite all the discussion in Israel over of one of the parties nine Knesset seats. Israeli youngsters about the Arabs, he
the land issues he said "No one has changed As Minister of Religious Affairs in 1991, said "We have never taught them to hate."
he wrote a letter of commendation for our
his mind based on the facts."
Yuri Stern
Levy pointed out the hasty, amateurish work. The NRP is one of three religious
Yuri Stern is also a member of the
way in which the Oslo accords were de- parties with seats in the Knesset. In the
veloped. Many of the problems in imple- 1996 elections these three parties in- Yisrael Ba'aliya party. He is a former
menting the agreement are due to the dead- creased their seats from 16 to 23. Much of Soviet Refusenik whose Zionist activities
lines imposed on resolving serious is- this can be credited to the feeling of many landed him in the Gulag until he was
sues. This is one reason that Netanyahu secular Israelis that the Jewish character permitted to make aliyah in 1981. He is an
has refused to put a deadline on the Hebron of the nation was being lost to seculariza- economist with a doctorate degree from
talks. After the Hebron issue is resolved tion and Americanization of Israeli soci- the University of Moscow. Stern asked
Levy noted there will be still more critical ety. All three of the religious parties several questions on the purpose of Rusissues to determine with the Palestinians: participate in the Likud government coa- sian Jewry, "What is the historical misthe final status of Jerusalem, the Palestin- lition.
sion of Russian Jewry In the State of Isian claim of a right to return (2 to 2.5
Abraham's purchase of the Machpelah rael? Why did they suffer and why did
million Arabs outside Israel's borders cave is typical of Jewish dealings today, Russia oppress them, repressing their lanclaim they are Palestinians and wish to Shaki said. Abraham didn't ask for it guage and customs? Why should they
return) to an independent Palestinian state because God had promised him the land come to Israel? What can they do as new
and statehood. Levy emphasized the dif- nor did he accept Ephron's gift of the citizens in Israel?"

As a part of the fact-fmding mission we
listened to presentations from many
Israeli leaders. Their comments helped us
appreciate the large issues faced by the
people of Israel and which the world atlarge fails to consider.

See Leaders next page
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Stern pointed out the power of Jewish They do not want to make the land any reported that despite four years of unreideas. He noted how the Greeks viewed smaller but larger. This is the mission of mitting physical and psychological atthe Jews as uncivilized because they took Israel Ba'aliya, to become the agency for tacks from the Palestinians and pressure
one day in seven to rest. The Greeks changing Israel into a superpower nation. from the former Labor government the
thought they were lazy, a threat to civili- One of the first problems Israel Ba'aliya population of Yesha continues to grow.
zation because they freed their slaves is undertaking is the strengthening and As an example of the kind of disregard for
every few years. Stern observed that "Any growth of the economy so that it can not the settlers held by the Labor leaders
nation that progresses does so because it only make use of the professional skills of Yehudit related how former Prime Ministhe immigrants, but also encourage large ter Rabin considered the settlers (who
adopts Judaic values and traditions."
In 1917 there were 300,000 Russian scale immigration of professionals and make up 3% of the total Israeli population) as outside the State of Israel and
Jews in Zionist organizations but only scientists.
refused to meet with
40,000 made it to Istheir leaders.
rael. Two events just
Yehudit expressed
a week apart had a
guarded disappointgreat impact on Zionment in the current
ism. The first was the
Likud government.
Balfour declaration
Heavy pressure from
of a Jewish homeland
both outside and inin Palestine. This was
side Israel is being
followed a few days
brought to bear on
later by the Russian
Netanyahu who has
Revolution which was
not yet fulfilled his
to deny immigration
promises to the setand repress Jewish
tlers to expand the
culture and religion.
settlements. The talks
The opening of Palesregarding Hebron are
tine was a great opWeko me to the largest city on the West Bank—Maaleh Adomim
being conducted
portunity but not unwithout much consultil the 1970's would
tation with the leaders of the settlements
Jewish immigration from Russia begin
Yehudit Tayar
there. While Yesha had hoped for more
again.
Leaving a superpower nation like the
Yehudit Tayar spoke to us on behalf of out of Likud, the new government is far
Soviet Union and arriving in such a small the Yesha Council. Yesha is a collective preferable to the previous one. Yehudit
land as Israel is a shock to the Russian name for the territories which came under did state that the settlers would return to
Jew. Israel looks small and provincial. Israeli rule in 1967 but have not been the streets to protest if the government did
Russian Jews want Israel to be a super- annexed to Israel by the Knesset. These not begin to fulfill its promises, that their
power and believe they have the know- areas are Judea, Samaria and Gaza. (East protests would perhaps be needed to offhow to realize this dream. Stern believes Jerusalem and the Golan were annexed set the heavy pressure from the Israeli left
that this is the purpose of the Russian and are by law considered part of the State and the world.
immigrant to Israel. The repression of of Israel.) The Yesha Council and all its
Amos Radian political advisor to the
their culture in the USSR forced them to departments and operatives are engaged mayor of Jerusalem and Zvi Weinberg
turn to science and engineering to use in leading the battle to keep all areas of Knesset Member representing the immitheir minds and skills. He believes that the land under Israeli sovereignty and grant party also spoke to our group. Much
the Lord's hand was in this, forging work- control.
of what they had to say was covered by the
ers who will make the nation of Israel
Yehudit is a mother of several children speakers reported foregoing.
great. Because of their great patriotism as well as being the Associate Director of
Br. John Baker
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Another Miracle
A half-page ad placed in the Jerusalem
Post supplement, In Jerusalem promoted
a Saturday night showing of Israel:
Appointment with Destiny. Its clear and
positive support of Israel attracted a
Jewish crowd including a man named Ben
Shirley who came to find out about the
Bible Students. Ben had attended the
showing at the Laromme Hotel in
Jerusalem four years ago but did not
particularly notice the name of the
sponsors. This time he noticed it was
sponsored by the Bible Students. That
name sounded familiar to him as his
great-grandfather had been a Bible

Student in the New Albany, Indiana
Ecclesia many years ago. Ben, at one time,
possessed a Bible Student's edition of the
Bible but had given it to his daughter.
Br. Tim Armstrong was the first to speak
with Ben Shirley who mentioned that his
great-grandfather's name was Winsky. In
the Lord's providence Br. John and Sr.
Karen (Winske) Baker were present that
evening. Br. Tim hustled Sr. Karen over to
Mr. Shirley to discover if there was a
possible relationship. Ben's family background was Polish Jewish with about half
the family having converted to Catholicism. His great-grandfather was the pe-

culiar member of the family, being a Bible
Student. (Because Ben's mother was Jewish he is considered a Jew and is a legal
citizen of Israel.) Sr. Karen's family background is also Polish with her grandparents having come from the Old Country
before World War I. Before learning the
Truth her grandparents were also Catholic. Ben and Karen discussed the possible
relationship and the comfort message to
Israel.
After the showing Mr. Shirley mentioned that he enjoyed the evening. "I
don't know how anyone who believes in
See Miracle page 31
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The Land, The People, The Torah
A comment of our guide, Hayim Mageni,
especially helped to understand the
foundations of Jewish life and faith. He
said that there are three inextricably
linked elements of Judaism: the land of
Israel, the people of Israel, and the Law or
Torah of Israel. Not one day of the trip
passed without a new insight into one of
these elements. The following reports
provide an overview of lessons learned
on the trip. These and other aspects of our
tour were prepared by Br. John Baker in
collaboration with other brethren.

plain of Mamre (Elonei Mature), which is
in Hebron, and built there an altar unto
the LORD. Genesis 13:14-18

God promised to Father Abraham that
he and his seed would possess the land of
Israel which he saw and walked through
as a stranger and pilgrim, but Abraham
did not own even so much as a foot of the
land at the time of his death. Today Jews from all over the world
have regathered to the land of
Abraham and their fathers. Israelis walk once again where Abraham
walked, and more than this, settle
in the promised land.
The Land
We visited two sites that were
And Abram passed through the land important to Abraham. One was
the first place where Abraham
unto the place of Sichem, unto the plain of
Moreh (Elon Moreh). And the Canaanite (then called Abram) stopped in
Israel, Elon Moreh is a very high
was then in the land. And the LORD
appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy point in the middle of the land of
seed will I give this land: and there builded Samaria. From its height we enhe an altar unto the LORD, who appeared joyed a breathtaking view of the
Promised Land. From there we
unto him. Genesis 12:6-7
could see both Mount Gerizim and
And the LORD said unto Abram, . . . Lift
Mount Ebal where the blessings
up now thine eyes, and look from the place
where thou art northward, and south- and cursings of the law were later
ward, and eastward, and westward: For spoken by the children of Israel.
At the foot of these mountains is
all the land which thou seest, to thee will
the city of Shechem mentioned
I give it, and to thy seed for ever. And I will
several times in the Old
Testament. (Today this city called
Nablus is populated by Arabs.
Shechem was destroyed by the
Romans and a new city, Neopolis,
built over it.) The mountains of
Samaria can be seen round about
Elon Moreh, and the mountains of
Gilead and Ammon far to the east
across the river Jordan. A fertile
valley lies below the plateau to
the north and east and extends
down to the Jordan valley. The
modem Jewish settlement of Elon
Moreh is close by to the southeast. It was at the ancient Elon
Moreh that Abraham was first
promised that his seed would possess the land.
Another site identified closely
with Abraham, Elonei Mamre, lies
far to the south of Elon Moreh and
as the Scriptures indicate is near
to Hebron. It was here among the
Elon Moreh—Abraham's view of the Promised Land
mountains of Judah that God again
promised the land to Abraham.
make thy seed as the dust of the earth: so Much of the account of Genesis 14-18
that if a man can number the dust of the takes place at Elonei Mamre. On the
earth, then shall thy seed also be numsecond day of the trip we stopped briefly
bered. Arise, walk through the land in the here at the ancient ruins where Abraham
length of it and in the breadth of it; for I walked more than 4000 years ago. Elonei
will give it unto thee. Then Abram reMamre sits on the route known as the
moved his tent, and came and dwelt in the
Patriarchs' Road because Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob so frequently traveled upon it,
particularly between Hebron and Jerusalem. Hayim was quick to point out that
this area is the heart of Israel because so
much of the Scriptural account, not only
of the patriarchs, but also of the judges
and kings takes place in this area. (The
bus drove us past the Valley of Elah where
David slew Goliath and the Valley of

Tunnel exit that caused mini war

Blessing, Emek Berakha, which is still
known by this name today.)
It is important to note here that these
two sites, Elon Moreh and Elonei Mamre,
are located in what the world calls the
West Bank. Many Israelis know that these
lands in actuality are Judea and Samaria.
the center of Biblical Israel, and were
clearly promised to Abraham's seed.
However, secular Israelis see that Nablus
and Hebron, the two cities near these sites,
are both populated by a large number of
Arabs. Under the Labor government of
Rabin both cities were promised in the
Oslo peace accords to be governed by the
Palestinian Authority. Turning these
cities over to the Palestinians places Jewish holy sites, as well as Jewish settlements in and near Hebron and Nablus, in
a precarious position. For example, during the recent riots over the opening of the
Western Wall tunnel a yeshiva at the Tomb
of Joseph in Nablus was desecrated and
six Israeli soldiers were horribly killed. A
similar experience could occur in Hebron
where the tombs of Abraham, Sarah, Isaac,
Rebekah, Jacob, and Leah (Cave of
Machpelah) exist in the downtown area
near a Jewish section which has a population of about 400 Jews amidst 100,000
Arabs. Understanding this backdrop of
See The Land next page
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retake the heart of Jerusalem can be seen Warren's shaft for the man who discovin pockmarks made by gunfire on Zion ered it in the 19th century. This shaft was
Gate. The rejuvenated Jewish Quarter dug by the Jebusites to supply water from
includes many synagogues, yeshivas (re- the Gihon spring at the bottom of the
ligious schools) and homes. Hayim mountain to Jerusalem making the city,
pointed out many evidences of the resto- they thought, impregnable. It was through
ration of Jewish life in the Old City and this shaft that one of David's generals
that the correct descriptive climbed up and opened the city to David's
word for this is the "re-JEW- army. (2 Samuel 5:6-9) This text came
venation" of Jerusalem. alive as we gazed down this same shaft.
Jews from all over the world The current Jewish year was declared by
have contributed funds to the Israeli government as Jerusalem
build and restore the Jewish 3000—or 3000 years since David conquarter. One large building quered Jerusalem. However, like so many
which survived the Jorda- of the Jewish archaeological and holy
nian occupation was built in sites, the city of David is in an Arab subthe 1920's by the urb of Jerusalem, although land is being
Rothschilds. Today it purchased and Jews are moving into the
houses a yeshiva and over- area.
Leaving the City of David we were led
looks a court where Jewish
boys can be seen playing in two groups through the Western Wall
soccer. (Even this is a ful- tunnel. Hayim and a Jewish woman named
fillment of scripture—see Tahila led a group from the Western Wall
Zechariah 8:5) One syna- plaza to the Via Dolorosa (Street of Sorgogue (Hurva) remains in rows) in the Muslim quarter. It is easy to
Dig at Zippori
ruins as a witness and me- misunderstand what the Western Wall
land from centuries ago. One example of morial to the destruction wrought by the tunnel is. It is not a tunnel dug through
solid rock, it is an archaeological excavathis is in Hebron after 1948 when an Arab Arabs during 1948-1967.
The '67 war not only opened up Jewish tion made at the base of the western remarket was placed over the destroyed
Jewish quarter and animals were penned holy sites and provided new lands for taining wall of the Temple Mount. This
up in the remains of the synagogue. A Jewish settlers, it also provided Israel with area was once exposed to the light of day
similar but much more extensive effort much greater water resources to use in but had been covered up by centuries of
was made in the Old City of Jerusalem. making the land productive again and rubble and debris, most of which came
The Old City is that part of Jerusalem gave archaeologists opportunity to exca- from the destruction of the temple in 70
which is inside the walls built by the vate Jewish ruins not only in Judea and AD by the Romans or from other, later
Mamelukes in the 1400's. Sometimes Samaria but also in the Golan and Gaza. battles in Jerusalem. King Herod built
this area is referred to as East Jerusalem, One of the most overwhelming evidences this retaining wall to enclose an area
along with Arab suburbs such as Silwan that Israel is the land of the Jews is the around Mt. Moriah large enough to supwhich lie just outside the walls. The Jor- historical record of where Jews lived, how port his renovation and expansion of the
danians controlled this part of Jerusalem the land prospered under their steward- Second Temple. Only the retaining wall
from 1948 to 1967 and destroyed the Jew- ship, and the long periods of time in which survives today. Both the Mosque of Omar
ish synagogues, filled the Western Wall they possessed the land or portions of it. which houses the Dome of the Rock and
plaza with debris trying to
the Al Aqsa
erase any evidence of a JewMosque were
ish presence there. Jewish
built on top of
cemeteries were vandalized,
Herod's Temple
the memorial stones taken as
Mount. The exbuilding materials for Arab
cavations for the
homes and businesses. In
Western Wall
some cases synagogues were
tunnel were no
turned into latrines and the
threat to either
books of study desecrated and
mosque. Not
destroyed. During these 19
only had the exyears the Jews had no access
cavations of the
to their holy sites, not only in
tunnel
Jerusalem but throughout
gressed over a
Judea and Samaria.
Settlement on Golan Heights
period of nearly
When the Israelis captured
thirty years until
the Old City in 1967 along with Judea and We were treated to many examples of this. the fmal barrier was breached, but the
Samaria in the Six Day war all of this
The ruins of Millo just outside the Old tunnel is nowhere near the supports for
changed. On the mission trip we first City are approximately 3000 years old. It either mosque as claimed by Arafat.
entered the Old City through the Zion was a part of the city of David and so is
One of the most exciting finds at the
Gate near the restored Jewish Quarter.
older than what is known as the Old City. base of the western retaining wall is the
Evidence of the battle which took place to Near these ruins is an ancient tunnel called Cardo street which existed in Jesus' day.
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Arab hostility is necessary to appreciate
the tenacity of the faith of the Jewish
settlers.
One recurring point throughout the trip
was the attempts of Arabs to hide or wipe
out evidence of Jewish presence in the

It is likely that Jesus would have used this
street.
Other excavations in the Old City which
prove the Jewish possession of Jerusalem
in ancient times are the ruins of Herodian
period mansions destroyed in 70 AD. Interestingly, the piece of real estate over
the ruins was highly desirable but construction on the site would have destroyed
these ruins. A compromise was found in
that the ruins were excavated and became
an indoor museum on the bottom floor of
a building which houses a yeshiva upstairs. It is one of the few, if not the only,
indoor archeological museum which is on
its original site. (A good example of
Jewish innovation.) Hayim noted that Jewish ruins from the Herodian period down
to our day have three unique characteristics which clearly stamp them as Jewish.
These three features are the mikva or ritual
bath, the menorah, and the mezuza or a
small box with Scriptural scroll attached
to the doorway.
We were to find
these items in
many ruins
around Israel.
Other sites visited near Jerusalem were Rama
where Samuel
lived and is entombed, and
Shiloh where the
Tabernacle was
located for more
than 300 years.
Typcial of so
many Jewish
holy sites, a
mosque was built
over Samuel's tomb but the mosque has
fallen into disuse. (Unlike Arab treatment
of synagogues, Israelis have not destroyed
or removed mosques.) However, excavations made around the mosque have uncovered an ancient altar which was in use
millenia ago. Building altars to the Lord
was common to the patriarchs and judges.
After the construction of the Temple the
Jews were to worship in the Temple and
not at altars.
Located in the Samarian mountains
(called the West Bank by the Arabs),
Shiloh is one of the few Jewish sites where
no occupying mosque or Arab village is
located. Remains here date back 3000
years and beyond. A modem Jewish settlement named Shiloh was built on a nearby
hillside. Many modem Israeli cities are
named for ancient ruins in their areas.
Sites in northern Israel also indicate a
Jewish presence in the distant past. Among

these are Tel Dan in the very north of
present day Israel, Beth Shan which was a
very decadent town, Katzrin in the Golan,
and Kfar Nahum (Capernaum) on the
shores of Galilee. Dan was a city in the
period of Judges and Kings but became a
center of false worship by King Jehoram
of Israel. Beth Shan was a town never
conquered by the judges and therefore
became a constant temptation to the
people. Katzrin, the largest town on the
Golan Heights and Capernaum on the
Galilee date back to the Second Temple
period and include evidence of the mikva,
menorah, and mezuza described above.
The synagogue remains at Capernaum are
inspiring to consider, as Jesus taught there.
Both cities were destroyed in the Jewish
revolt against the Romans who first subjugated Galilee before destroying Jerusalem and Masada. While in Katzrin we
viewed a presentation which documented
several sites in the Golan where ruins of

Synagogue at Capernaum

synagogues were discovered. All of these
sites have been excavated just in the last
30 years, since Israel conquered the Golan
from Syria, and they prove the Jewish
residency even in the northern most
reaches of present day Israel. Gamla was
one of these ancient cities and the one
which held out the longest against the
Romans. The story of Gamla was written
of by Josephus long ago but his information was thought to be faulty and the
existence of Gamla was discounted. Only
in 1967 was this site found and Josephus'
account confirmed. Inside the ruined city
coins were found which bore the inscription -to the redemption of Jerusalem the
holy." Ironically, this city which fell in
the defense of Jerusalem in 67 AD was
liberated along with the Old City of Jerusalem 1900 years later. Archeology has
proved Jewish antiquity in the Golan
Heights.
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One Jewish city in northern Israel existed for some 600 years after Jerusalem
was crushed and even continued after the
Bar Kochba revolt. The ruins of the city,
Zippori (or Sepphoris), are extensive and
include hundreds of beautiful mosaics.
The residents of Zippori did not participate in the Jewish revolt against Rome
and were quite prosperous in trade. Their
compromise with the Romans extended
the life of their city, provided some assistance to codifying Jewish tradition, and
maintained a tenuous Jewish link to their
land even during the double of disfavor.
However, like all other Jewish attempts to
live in the land of their fathers before the
return of God's favor, it was doomed to
failure. Like the other Jewish communities Zippori experienced the desolation,
destruction, and exile at the hands of the
Gentiles.
During the long period of the dark ages
the land of Israel was desolate with few
inhabitants. The
land was denuded of
trees, the early rains
diminished, the latter rains ceased, and
the desert and
swamp took over. It
is one of the miracles
of restitution that
this land is being restored to its former
productivity. (See
Joel 2:21-26) From
the barren desert
hillsides of the
south to the malarial
swamps of the north
the land has revived
at the hands of its
Jewish residents. Even the rocky, harsh
landscapes have been made productive
through modern irrigation and agricultural techniques. Young trees have been
planted throughout Israel so that young
forests are springing up on many hillsides. An old tree is quite a scarce thing in
Israel. The only old forests of tall trees
exist in the very far north of the land at the
sources of the Jordan river. This area is
quite a contrast to the dry land of the
south. Two of the most productive areas
in Israel, the Hula and Jezreel valleys are
also in the north.
Through its history revealed by the
archaeologists and its modern productivity, the land of Israel is giving a witness to
all who would hear that its proper owners
are the Jews, the children of Abraham.
These two lines of evidence are harbingers of the blessings to go forth from
Jerusalem to all the nations of the earth. a
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Yea, I will rejoice over them to do them
good, and I will plant them in this land
assuredly with my whole heart and with
my whole soul. For thus saith the LORD;
Like as I have brought all this great evil
upon this people, so will I bring upon
them all the good that I have promised
them. And fields shall be bought in this
land, whereof ye say, It is desolate
without man or beast; it is given into the
hand of the Chaldeans. Men shall buy
fields for money, and subscribe
evidences, and seal them, and take
witnesses in the land of Benjamin, and in
the places about Jerusalem, and in the
cities of Judah, and in the cities of the
mountains, and in the cities of the valley,
and in the cities of the south: for I will
cause their captivity to return, saith the
LORD. Jeremiah 32:41-44

explained the work of Ateret Cohanim to
be the reestablishment of Jewish residences throughout the Old City. Donations from Jews all over the world support
this expensive work. The world speaks of
Jerusalem being divided into four quarters. However, the so-called Jewish quarter is only about 14 % of the city. The
largest "quarter" is the Muslim quarter.
Many Jews do not accept this arrangement because restricting Jews to only one
part of the city is to say that Hitler was
right to create ghettos of Jews and to
declare certain areas of land Judenrein,
that is Jew free. There are great obstacles
for Jews to move into the other three
quarters (Muslim, Christian, Armenian)
because of the opposition of the Arabs.
Many of these houses still bear evidence
of the mezzuza on the doorpost. Homes
can cost $150,000 to $200,000 even in
poor condition and renovation costs generally exceed the purchase costs of the
home. An additional cost is to pay legal
fees to defend the purchase of the home.
Arabs who sell homes to Jews are at risk of
their lives and so must often claim that the
home was taken illegally from them, or
relatives show up to claim that the home
rightfully belongs to them. Ateret
Cohanim believes the promises that God
will restore Jerusalem to the Jew and so
the project workers do not approach Arabs about selling their homes. It is the
Arabs who take the initiative to contact
the project in order to sell their homes.
Some homes are provided to Jews at costs
of upwards of $500,000. Just as Abraham

The Lord has accomplished great wonders in these modern times for the people
of Israel. The courage and determination
of the settlers to possess the land of their
fathers is especially inspiring to see. Because of their faith God has done great
things for them even in the midst of great
hostility and obstacles. Many parallels
can be drawn between their earthly challenges and rewards and the trials and blessings of spiritual Israel. Because of these
parallels we found a certain kinship with
Jews of faith.
A thrilling example of Jewish faith in
action is that of Tahila, a young Jewish
woman who works with Ateret Cohanim,
the Jerusalem Reclamation Project. Tahila
prays everyday for the rebuilding and the
Jewish
repopulation
of the Old
City of
Jerusalem.
She saw our
video five
years ago
and has deep
esteem for
the Bible Students ever
since. Unlike modern
Jerusalem
which is predominately Nationally acclaimed girls' choir welcoming brethren at settlement showing
Jewish, Jews
are a minority in the Old City. After a tour purchased the Cave of Machpela and
of the Western Wall tunnel she took us to David purchased Mt. Moriah so the moda newly established Jewish home in the ern Jew is fulfilling prophecy in buying
Muslim quarter. After traveling up a de- the land.
serted alleyway she unlocked a heavy
The home to which Tahila led us was
metal door and led us through a short dark chosen by the project because of its secutunnel which opened out into a courtyard rity. It is typical that Jewish residents of
surrounded by homes on all sides. Tahila these homes face great hostility and op-

position from their Arab neighbors. When
Jews occupied the homes we were shown,
their Arab neighbors angrily threw rocks
over the walls into the courtyard area so
much that the residents were afraid to
leave their homes. Despite this threat to
Jewish citizens the army and police did
nothing until a young mother living there
became tired of this treatment and went
up on the roof of the home to throw the
rocks back! At this point the police did
intervene and established a watch point
on the top of the house. This finally ended
the rock throwing. What kind of Jews are
willing to endure this kind of experience?
Tahila responded that many are young
orthodox families where the father has
had recent experience in the military.
Many of these families already had nice
homes in safer areas of Israel. It is their
faith and not a lack of housing which
brings them to Jerusalem. Some have
paid with their lives—the victims of terrorists.
Ateret Cohanim's biggest obstacle is
not a lack of people interested in coming
to Jerusalem, but rather the great expense
of buying, securing and renovating the
home. There is a waiting list of approximately 200 persons for homes in the Old
City. One of the goals of the project is to
establish a large Jewish presence along
the route from Western Jerusalem to the
Western Wall. Before 1948 Jews traveling to the Western Wall were exposed to
danger as they had to travel through Arab
neighborhoods. Tahila confessed that she
walks freely throughout the Muslim Quarter without concern, except for a few days
after the riots which followed the opening
of the Tunnel.
Tahila took us up on the top of the
home too see a beautiful view of the city
round about and also the closeness of the
Arab homes nearby. From this vantage
point we were reminded that as the mountains are round about Jerusalem so the
Lord is round about His people forever.
Afterwards it was lunch with Tahila at a
falafel stand in the Muslim quarter. The
merchant window had a sticker acknowledging the Palestinian Authority with a
map of the entire nation of Israel. Nearby
a large home overlooking the road in front
of the stand was draped with a large Israeli flag. (Whenever a Jewish presence
is reestablished in the land, whether it be
in Jerusalem, Hebron, the Golan, or Gaza,
the Star of David is immediately displayed
to affirm Jewish ownership.) The home
included an apartment for Ariel Sharon
who is the Infrastructure Minister and
good friend of the settlers. Before Labor
came to power in 1992 Sharon was the

Minister of Housing and promoted the
building of the settlements throughout
Judea and Samaria.
After lunch Hayim led us through the
Muslim quarter noting several synagogues
established along the way and even a
Jewish bookstore which was opened in
1967 after the Old City was liberated.
This Jewish presence even in the Muslim
quarter is a sign of the re-JEW-venation
of the city.

Gush Etzion
On the following day we traveled to
Gush Etzion which is a block of settlements to the southwest of Jerusalem.
During the 1930's and '40's three attempts were made to settle Jews in that
area because of its strategic location protecting Jerusalem. The first two settlements fell apart because of Arab opposition. The last settlement attempt was destroyed in 1948 after several weeks of
hostilities when it was overrun by the
Jordanians. When the Jewish fighters in
the settlement's bunker surrendered the
Arabs tossed explosives in amongst them
killing all but two of the defenders. David
Ben Gurion credited the defenders of Gush
Etzion with holding off the Arabs until the
Jews could reinforce and hold Western
Jerusalem. Most of the children and many
of the women had been evacuated from
the settlement and were then fatherless.
From Jerusalem the survivors could see
the area of their settlement, particularly a
large oak tree where the Gush Etzion settlers had held their meetings. A large tree
in Israel was (and is) quite a rare thing.
Underneath this oak tree an Arab sheik is
supposedly buried and this prevented the
Arabs from destroying the tree. For nineteen years the children of the defenders of
Gush Etzion saw this oak and longed to
restore the settlements of their fathers.
The Israeli victory in the Six Day War
provided the opportunity. Hayim was
persuaded by a close friend and child of
one of the Gush Etzion settlers, Hanan
Porat (see article on Speakers) to join the
group in rebuilding the settlement during
its first six months. The settlements were
rebuilt and they established a memorial to
their parents built over the bunker where
the last defenders died. Hayim returned
some years later and during his visit noted
that reading the school attendance roll
was like reading the names of the defenders of the Etzion block. The grandchildren were named in honor of their grandparents. Hayim noted that a living memorial is the best kind of memorial. This
exceptional attitude towards life and memorializing those who gave their lives for
Israel is found again and again throughout the land. Another example of this
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Holocaust. This practice of severely limiting immigration continued even after
the Nazis were defeated and the death
camps were laid bare before the world's
eyes. After the war a detention camp was
established on the coast at Atlit to hold
any Jews trying to enter Israel illegally.
Many Jewish survivors of the Holocaust
who came far and under very trying circumstances were detained in this camp,
on the edge of the Promised Land. The
British were terribly
insensitive to the experiences of these holocaust survivors.
Their first experience
in the camp was to be
divided into groups of
men and women who
were taken to showers for delousing and
asked to strip. This
was horribly familiar!
Many remembered
how the Nazis had
separated the people
into groups taking
some immediately to
be gassed in supposed
showering facilities.
Brethren planting a vineyard in Samaria (West Bank)
What precious few
urns dedicated to remembering the vic- possessions the detainees had were taken
tims of the Holocaust. In this, too, Israel to a large steam tank to be deloused also.
is unique. What other nation memorial- This ruined many a memento. Most of all
izes the loss of one-third of its people to the detainees were so close to their Promthe genocidal hatred of others? Espe- ised Land and yet the British intended to
cially touching is the memorial to the move them to the island of Cyprus. A
children. For some time the planners at daring rescue of 200 of the detainees was
Yad Vashem could not conceptualize how planned by Jewish underground forces
to remember the lives of so many children who were fighting the British mandatory
lost and the countless generations which rule and its restrictions on immigration.
would have proceeded from them. They The rescue was successful and the escapdecided to let the children of the State of ees were hidden in two Jewish settlements,
Israel choose the memorial. One enters Kibbutz Yagur and Beit Oron. British
the children's memorial in darkness but intelligence discovered their whereabouts
soon fmds the lights of candles burning and the settlements were surrounded. Jewthroughout the memorial. It is the light of ish opinion was greatly aroused by the
a few candles that is reflected again and British actions toward the refugees. Thouagain by mirrors until there are myriad sands of Jews from Tel Aviv and Haifa
candles showing. As one passes through came to the two settlements and surthe memorial a soft voice can be heard rounded the British troops who had come
repeating the names of the children who to take the rescued 200. The British redied, their age, and their country. The lented and permitted the 200 to remain.
lesson is not lost that the few candles Soon after this Israel became a nation and
represent those who died while the many all restrictions on Jewish immigration were
reflections show those lost descendants dropped.
who could never be born. It is a fitting
The Jewish fight for independence was
memorial that the children of the State of a miraculous but costly victory for the
Israel designed.
new nation. A military museum at Latrun
The deep sorrow of the Holocaust is visited by us was the site of one of the
followed in Israeli history by the great joy costliest battles in the Jerusalem corridor.
of the establishment of the nation of Is- The British had built a police fortress at
rael. For many years immigration to Is- Latrun which is on high ground overlookrael was next to impossible. The British ing the highway between Jerusalem and
mandatory rule permitted only a very few Tel Aviv. The Jewish leaders knew this
to enter the land despite reports of the
See The People next page

attitude was shown by one of the new
settlements built in Gush Etzion named
Alon Shavut which means "Return to the
Oak."
So many of the lessons of faith of the
modern Jewish people are tied in with
their struggle for independence in 1948
or the immigration and settling of the
land. Theirs is a sad but inspiring history.
Nowhere is the sadness more deeply felt
than at Yad Vashem, a complex of muse-
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would be a key battle point for Jerusalem,
so they planned to occupy the fortress as
soon as the British evacuated. Three days
before the scheduled evacuation date the
British turned Latrun over to the Arabs.
Jewish forces had to attack Latrun even
though it was nearly suicidal. From the
heights the Arabs could shoot at any traffic on the main highway. Several times
the Jewish forces attacked but were thrown
back. The Jewish commanders found it
almost impossible to stop their forces from
attacking. The regiments were made up
primarily of survivors of the death camps,
men who had nothing more to lose and
everything to gain in helping Israel survive. Finally the slaughter was too much.
Latrun could not then be taken. It remained a threat to the road to Jerusalem
until it was taken in the Six Day War.
Arab snipers and mortar attacks were
commonplace experiences for the early
Israelis. Not only at Latrun but also at
Mevasseret Zion and especially in the
Hula Valley north of the Galilee. A monastery on a hilltop south of Mevasseret
Zion was used by the Arabs to attack
Jewish traffic traveling on the highway
between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. Thus
there were at least two checkpoints on the
road in 1948. Unlike the defeat at Latrun
the monastery was delivered into Israeli
hands with a single shot. An Israeli soldier on guard duty shot at an Arab fighter
he saw emerging from the monastery. He
could not see he had hit his target. Little
did he know that his single shot had killed
the commander of the garrison who was
an important relative of the Mufti. The
Arab garrison took the body of the leader
and withdrew from the monastery leaving
it to fall in the hands of the Israelis in the
year 1948.
The experience of the Israelis at another British police fortress was quite different than Latrun. Gesher was a kibbutz
settlement on the banks of the Jordan just
south of the Sea of Galilee. It, too, was
located in a strategic spot positioned as it
was by the railway bridge that ran from
Haifa to Damascus. When the British
evacuated their police post near Gesher
150 members of the kibbutz were able to
take the fortress before the Arabs entered.
Here they held out with minimal losses
against great odds. First the Jordanians
were repulsed and later an attacking army
of Iraqis failed to conquer Gesher. These
victories helped to hold the Galilee in
Israeli hands.
We were quite impressed with the technology used in retelling so many of these
stories. At nearly every site some special
audiovisual production told the story of
the people of the area in the most compelling way. The use of computers was evi-

dent and yet even very simple methods
were used to show Israel's history in effective ways. Even bunkers were turned
into museums. It is not only archeological evidence from the past which speaks
convincingly of the Jewish right to the
land. The people themselves and their
sacrifices to establish a Jewish national
home in Israel are clear evidence of God's
favor and blessing in returning them to
the land.
One of the most blessed experiences
that brethren had on the trip was the personal interaction with Israelis. Four years
had passed since the original mission trip
and many changes had made some differences in the atmosphere. First and foremost the peace process and the assassination of Rabin has divided Israelis more
sharply than ever before. Second, Christian missionary activity in Israel is on the
rise. Brethren who passed out videos at
the Ben Yehuda mall as they had in 1992
found a small difference in the receptivity
to the videos. Four years ago 400 videos
were taken in one-half hour. In 1996
1000 videos were distributed in two and
one-half hours. The difference seemed to
be the reluctance of many Israelis to accept materials from a Christian group because of the potential for missionary activity. Some were also opposed to the
message that God has given the land to
Israel and they should possess it. Nevertheless, the overwhelming response of
Israelis to the showings, videos, and tracts
was positive. Young and old Israelis received videos and booklets. Attendees of
the showings sought out the brethren afterwards to thank them so much for the
support of Israel. It was as if they never
expected to find such friends and encouragement from Gentiles. Indeed, the same
words and scriptures spoken by the Gentile brethren seemed to hold more weight
with many than if there own leaders and
rabbis had spoken them. Perhaps this is
an example of a prophet not being heard
in his own country or of appreciation for
the efforts of brethren to travel from far
away lands to give the message of comfort to Israel.
In two communities we had a longer
opportunity to interact with observant Israelis. The people of the Mitzpe Nebo
(Looking out to Nebo) neighborhood of
Maaleh Adumim, a new city of 25,000 to
the east of Jerusalem, hosted a dinner for
us one evening. After a long day at En
Gedi, Masada, and the Dead Sea it was a
blessing to spend the evening speaking
individually with Israelis about their land
and people. A few nights earlier a showing was held at the Hash Monaim synagogue where Allen Friedman, the tour
director, attends. Prior to the showing an
accomplished girls' choir performed

seven songs for us. Sitting in a synagogue
near the Green Line it provided quite a
contrast to hear these young voices raised
peacefully in song. The choir director
related how difficult it is to maintain the
morale of the people when any day a
neighbor or friend could be killed in a
terrorist attack. The choir regularly performs in settlements near to Ramallah
which is under the Palestinian Authority
and is a hotbed of radical Palestinians.
This, the choir director related, is done
despite the danger to uphold the spirits of
the settlers. After the showing we were
given commercial tapes of the girls' choir
as a token of appreciation.
The crowning blessing of the Israel
trip was a visit to Shvut Rahel where one
of Hayim' s sons lives. (Shvut Rahel means
the return of Rachel. It was named for a
woman, Rachel, who was killed near the
settlement by terrorists.) Early November is the proper time to set out grape
vines in Israel and Hayim's son invited us
to come plant a new vineyard. This invitation was precious as it gave us the opportunity to participate in the fulfillment
of Jeremiah 31:5 "Thou shalt yet plant
vines upon the mountains of Samaria; the
planters shall plant, and shall eat them as
common things." Shvut Rahel is located

in the mountains of Samaria and there in
what the world would consider a small
and insignificant village the faith of modern Israelis is demonstrated even in the
common things of life, in the planting of a
vineyard. We took great joy in planting
these few grape vines, in participating in
a small way in the reawakening of the
land. The settlers assisted the brothers
and sisters in the placement of the vines in
just the right spot to receive the drip irrigation. In less than an hour's time approximately 200 to 250 vines were planted.
The settlers invited us to return some day
to share in the fruitage of that planting.
It was a privilege for us to see such
faith demonstrated in Israel. While not all
Israelis have faith in the Hebrew Scriptures, a nucleus of people with faith in the
Abrahamic promise does exist. Their experiences are evidently necessary preparations for them to become the blesser
nation. Persevering in the face of Arab
hostility, the scorn of the world and their
brethren, and the terrible tragedies of their
history the Jews will understand the greatness of their part in God's plan when
Zechariah 8:23 is fulfilled.
"In those days it shall come to pass
that ten men shall take hold out of all
languages of the nations, even shall take
hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew,
saying, We will go with you for we have
heard that God is with you."
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The Torah and The Prophets
Behold, the days come, saith the LORD,
that the city shall he built to the LORD
from the tower of Hananeel unto the gate
of the corner. And the measuring line
shall yet go forth over against it upon the
hill Gareb, and shall compass about to
Goath. And the whole valley of the dead
bodies, and of the ashes, and all the fields
unto the brook of Kidron, unto the corner
of the horse gate toward the east, (shall
be] holy unto the LORD; it shall not be
plucked up, nor thrown down any more
for ever. Jeremiah 31:38-40

En Gedi
Biblical prophecy is being fulfilled
today in the land of Israel. Brethren touring Israel saw many examples of this,
none more inspiring than the fulfillment
of Jeremiah's prophecy about the rebuilding of Jerusalem. On a bright, sunny
morning we viewed Jerusalem from a Mt.
Scopus lookout, near to modem sections
of Hebrew University and the Hadassah
Hospital. Hayim Mageni pointed out the
Old City which occupied only a small part
of the vista stretching out before us. The
modern areas of Jerusalem settled by Jews
to the west and north of the Old City are
the very areas mentioned by Jeremiah
2500 years ago.
As one looks in the distance to the
southwest of the Old City several towers
are seen. One of these marks the original

site of the Tower of Hananeel. The prophecy then mentions the gate of the corner
which refers to the ridge west of Jerusalem dividing the Dead Sea watershed and
that of the Mediterranean Sea. It was on
this ridge, through the highest parts of the
land, that the patriarchs were accustomed
to travel. Hence this route is called the
Patriarchs' Road to this day.
Jeremiah's prophecy also mentions two
hills called Gareb and Goath which are to
the north of Jerusalem. Gareb today is
known as the French Hill section of Jerusalem and Goath is Mt. Scopus. The valley
of the dead refers to the portion of the
Kidron Valley near the Mt. of Olives.
(Located immediately to the east of the
Old City the Kidron lies just below the
Golden Gate.) This area and the slopes of
Mt. Olives are filled with burial plots,
most of which are Jewish. Because Jewish graves are always placed outside the
city the cemeteries on the Mt. of Olives
effectively block the growth of the city in
this direction. Many years ago the Golden
Gate was blocked by Muslims who were
aware of the prophecy that the Jewish
Messiah would enter Jerusalem through
the Golden Gate. Many Muslim tombs are
located before it in the hope of either
forestalling the Messiah (who wouldn't
desecrate Muslim graves) or in participating very early in the resurrection.
The fmal portion of the prophecy mentions the corner of the horse gate. This
very likely refers to Solomon's stables
thought to be to the south of the Temple
Mount (the southeastern part of the Old
City). Connecting the areas prophesied to
be part of Jerusalem, reveals a large area
to the west of, but still encompassing the
Old City. It is many times larger than the
city which existed in the prophet's day.
Modern Jerusalem is primarily to the west
of Old Jerusalem and in the sections covered by the prophecy, the words of
Jeremiah are fulfilled in our day. Standing on Mt. Scopus one can easily mark the
homes, businesses, and synagogues which
stretch from the Tower of Hananeel to the
gate of the corner to Gareb and Goath and
which end with the Kidron Valley just
east of the Old City.
Seeing the land of the patriarchs and
prophets deepens an appreciation of scriptures already held dear by Bible Students.
For brethren from the flat lands of the
Midwest, seeing the mountains round
about Jerusalem (Psalm 125:2) and the
rugged landscapes, brings a realization of
how God taught and impressed his lessons upon his people using natural lessons of the land. Abraham left a fertile
and comparatively flat land for the prom-

ised land, the mountainous land of Canaan.
Giving Lot the choice of the well-watered
plain of Jordan or the hill country was an
act of faith that the Lord would provide
well for him though he did not take the
better part.
En Gedi and Jericho are sites which
confirm the Biblical account. Surrounded
by the Judean desert (a mountainous
desert, unusual to our concept of a desert),
En Gedi is an oasis around a spring that
emerges from the mountain and then descends to the Dead Sea. Today it is a
wilderness park protecting the wild goats
and ibexes that live there. It was at En
Gedi that David hid from King Saul. (1
Samuel 24) Seeing this oasis in such
barren land one can understand why David
sought refuge here. It was in one of these
caves that King Saul entered to rest where
David refused the advice of his men to kill
Saul. He would not "touch the Lord's
anointed."
Although designated as part of the Palestinian Authority Jericho remains a site
open to tourists. Only portions of a large
tell here have been excavated. The Palestinians' handling of these antiquities concerns Israelis of faith. Already a sign outside the tell renames the site as Tell al es
Sultan and rewrites history to make it
supportive of Palestinian claims. Despite
these attempts the evidence at Jericho
confirms the Scriptures. Part of the destroyed walls have been found with a
guard house and also ruins of a home built
upon the walls such as Rahab would have
lived in. (Joshua 2:15) Very recent dating
of this section of Jericho also confirms
the Biblical record. Scientists estimate
that Jericho was destroyed approximately
45 years after a huge volcanic eruption at
the Greek island of Thera. It is thought
that this debris ejected into the atmosphere was responsible for the "darkness
which could be felt" in Egypt. (Exodus
10:21-23) This timeline is consistent with
that of the Bible which records 40 years of
Wandering in the wilderness.
One place we visited where the words
of one of the prophets come to life, is
Mevasseret Zion. This city is located west
of Jerusalem overlooking the highway to
Tel Aviv which runs in the valley floor far
below. From this mountaintop one looking east can see several cities built upon
mountains which lie just to the west of
Jerusalem. The vista is incredible. One
can look from the southwest around to the
east and then on to the northwest and see
the mountaintops all along the way with
their Jewish residences. The name
Mevasseret Zion is significant as it means
See The Torah next page
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"Herald of Zion." This mountain was
referred to in the prophecy of Isaiah 40:9
which says in part "0 Zion, that bringest
good tidings, get thee up into the high
mountain, . . .say unto the cities of Judah,
Behold your God!" Looking from this

vantage point, and seeing the cities of
Judah on the mountaintops, we saw how
aptly this city was named "Herald of Zion."
To the living faith of many Jews the
Scriptures not only promise them Eretz
Yisrael and illuminate the lives of their
forefathers but they also remind them of
the ancient use of the land. This was an
important factor in the restoration of Israel, as many Jews
who came had limited knowledge of farming and agriculture. Most had lived in cities
where they were restricted in
the occupations they could
enter. In many Christian nations they were not permitted
to own or farm large tracts of
land. For this reason some of
the earliest settlements in Israel included institutions to
teach them agricultural techniques. At that time, nearly
all of Israel was considered
barren wasteland and unrecoverable. However, the Jewish immigrants knew from the
Scriptures that certain crops
had once grown abundantly
in Israel. Indeed, seven crops
are particularly mentioned and are considered the "seven blessings of the land."
Deuteronomy 8:8 lists these: wheat, barley, vines (grapes), fig trees, pomegranates, olives, and honey (dates). Other
scriptures speak of it as "the land flowing
with milk and honey." (Hayim related
that the milk and honey refers not to cow's
milk and the honey of bees but actually
refers to figs and dates. A branch broken
from a healthy fig tree reveals an abundant sap which closely resembles milk. In
the Hebrew Scriptures, honey always refers to that which was made from dates
unless it specifically relates bees in the
narrative as in Judges 14:8.) That these
crops are again in abundance today in
Israel is a testament to the lives of the
early immigrants.
Yoshua Hankin was one of these early
immigrants. He purchased swamp land in
the Valley of Jezreel near Mt. Carmel.
The Arabs who sold him the land thought
Hankin was a fool and that the swamps
could never be made productive. They
were unaware that the Hebrew place names
were full of meaning to a Jew familiar
with his ancient tongue. Hankin knew
that "Jezreel" means "God will plant" and

"Carmel" (Kerem El) has the significance
of "divinely blessed vineyard." The
Scriptures indicated that these were places
of past great abundance. He and other
Jews set about clearing the swamps and
planting the land. The Arabs watched in
amazement as the land was made productive in a few short years. A contemporary
of Hankins, Baron von Rothschild, a
wealthy French Jew, also assisted the Jewish settlements in the Mt. Carmel area by
sending French viniculturists to teach the
settlers how to grow productive vines in
this "divinely blessed vineyard." Other
examples exist of the land being restored

Synagogue on Masada

through an understanding of the Scriptures. Traveling through the Golan we
could see numerous cattle, a reminder of
the "bulls of Bashan" mentioned in the
Scriptures.
It is the Torah which has sustained
Jewish identity over the centuries when
they dwelt "many days without a king,
without a prince, and without a sacrifice."
Their preservation of the Hebrew holy
Scriptures is best demonstrated in the dry
desert areas near Qumran where the Dead
Sea scrolls were found. Visiting Kibbutz
Almog we viewed replicas of ancient
Scriptural texts which have remained unchanged for two millennia. Hayim pointed
out that any Jewish school child can read
the language written on the scrolls. One
of the factors in reviving Jewish culture
was the rediscovery of the Hebrew language and reading the Scriptural texts in
their original tongue. In what other country does one use exactly the same language as it used 2000 years ago?
The Jewish reverence for tradition is
best shown by their reading of the Law
each week in their synagogues. The Torah is read through each year in this manner. During our visit the reading was

Genesis 22-25 which relates the offering
of Isaac, Abraham's purchase of the Cave
of Machpelah, and the marriage of Isaac
and Rebekah. On that weekend Israelis
held a large celebration in Hebron in commemoration of Abraham's purchase. We
received a first hand report of this celebration as Hayim, an observant Jew, went
home to Kiryat Arba (a suburb of Hebron)
for the sabbath. (We toured Christian
sites on this day, the Garden Tomb, Mt. of
Olives, and the purported Garden of
Gethsemane.) The Hebron celebration
was more significant because it occurred
while talks were ongoing about the redeployment of Israeli troops in
Hebron. For many Israelis
the Torah teaches that God
has promised them the land,
including this city of their
forefathers where Abraham
had to purchase a burial plot
for Sarah.
In contrast to their active,
continual consideration of
the Torah the Orthodox Jew
receives minimal instruction
in the Prophets. Much of
their time is spent studying
the Talmud rather than the
Prophets which are reserved
for the most able rabbis to
study in-depth. This accounts in part for the effectiveness of Israel: Appointment with Destiny which
points out so many of the
beautiful and meaningful promises that
are the source of Jewish hopes. For many
it takes an outsider to help them realize
the depth of meaning and proximity of the
Messianic Era of which they speak freely.
It amazes many of the rabbis to hear the
Bible Students quote their promises so
easily and with such understanding. One
settler even remarked that the Bible Students were more inspired by the Zionist
promises than they were. When asked to
explain his remark he noted how specific
applications and fulfillments were made
to Biblical texts with which he was only
vaguely familiar. He was especially surprised to learn that favor began to return
to the Jew in 1878.
One of the most inspiring episodes of
our trip was considering one of the archeological finds of Masada. Masada is
the fortress built by Herod near the Dead
Sea because of its nearly impregnable
location. It is famous in history as the site
of the last battle of the Jewish rebellion
against Roman rule. Here, after three
years of siege, the Romans finally entered
Masada after building a huge ramp only
to find that the last Jewish zealots had all
See The Torah next page
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Concluding Thoughts
Visiting the Christian sites of
Jerusalem again proved a rich
spiritual uplift. These were
reported after our 92' Mission
In closing this report I feel compelled to relate my greatest blessing of Israel Mission '96. It was
the brethren. Their faith and courage was outstanding. The day we
were to depart the U.S., Israel
went on high-alert and remained
on high-alert our whole trip. Israel expected terrorist attacks.
Everyone of the brethren was
determined to go. Why? They
were on a mission for the Lord.
He would be with them. A terrorist bomb did go off. A Hamas
terrorist accidentally blew himself up as
he was departing for Jerusalem. The same
faith was exemplified at Hebron. There
was absolutely no protection once in

Miracle

From page 22

the Old Testament could disagree with the
presentation." He stayed long afterwards
and fellowshipped with other brethren.
The time together was too short so Sr.
Karen invited Ben to breakfast the next
day. The breakfast discussion was quite
revealing. Ben affirmed his belief in the
two parts to the Abrahamic promise, understanding that Christ is the Messiah and
that the Lord will use the Jews to set up his
earthly kingdom and rule from Jerusalem.
The Bnai Shalom group (of which Ben is
a member) is very supportive of the Jewish people which is one of the reasons
they live in Israel. Ben also understood
that the body of Christ is a composite
body of many believers. Additionally, he
sees the truth about the Bible Hell and the
proper relationship of God and Jesus. The
breakfast time together was again too short
as the brethren had to get ready for their
day of touring. The brethren did give him
the Time to Favor Zion booklet and Bible

Students—Early Advocates of Zionism.
That evening as the brethren returned
from their full day of touring Ben and
another member of Bnai Shalom, Sharon
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committed suicide. In 1967 excavations
revealed an ancient synagogue and one
text of scripture found remaining there.
Amazingly, the text was the account of
the valley of dry bones in Ezekiel 37. In
the year of the recapture of Old Jerusalem
and the conquering of Judea and Samaria
this prophecy of the restoration of Israel

Boat ride on Sea of Galilee
Hebron— the Hamas terrorists were so
close. Yet all the brethren were determined to go.
Another reason the brethren were such

a blessing was the singular devotion of 50 brethren to give a message of faith and comfort. On the
plane to and from Israel, in the
hotels, on the streets, in the settlements, after the showings, the
brethren had one main purpose
and that was to give personal comfort and encouragement to the
Jewish people. They encouraged
professors, rabbis, lawyers, doctors, Ph.D.'s, farmers, workers—
and were a comfort to all.
After Israel Mission '92
ripples were started that have
continued until now. The impact
of the brethren in Israel Mission
'96 will result in waves flowing
across Russia, Spain, South America and
the United States. This is the Lord's doing, whereof we are glad.

Br. Kenneth Rawson

Simmons, were present. They attended
the meeting with Yehudit Tayar and afterwards wanted to talk with Brother Rawson.
Mr. Shirley had given a copy of the booklets to their pastor, Richard Tate, who
remarked that he "always wondered what
happened to the followers of Charles
Russell." They invited Brother Rawson to
come speak to their group at a later time.
Ben and Sharon pointed out their great
joy at fmding other Christians who understand the promises to Israel are still sure.
Bnai Shalom is a very small group of
Christians who have separated themselves
from organized churchianity because the
Scriptures say to "come out of her my
people." They also have a history of
supporting Israel and some members of
the movement immigrated to Israel. They
believe that the Lord has directed them to
live in Israel and support the Jewish
people. Like the Bible Students they are
non-proselytizing. The brethren offered
to send them The Divine Plan of the Ages.
Mr. Shirley was so enthusiastic over
meeting the brethren he told Br. John and
Sr. Karen that he loves the Bible Students
and the message we have to share. He

repeatedly complimented the brethren on
their faith and zeal and the good work
they are doing in Israel. That same evening
he even called his daughter back in the
States to tell her about finding the Bible
Students and to ask if she still has the
Bible Students Bible. On the following
day Ben again met the brethren before
they left for touring and provided a list of
about ten names to send the video. (Some
of the names are in Israel and some are in
the States and other English-speaking
countries.) After the brethren returned,
Ben called again to order more materials
and to be sure the videos are on the way to
the ten individuals. He again expressed
his appreciation and love for the brethren
and the Israel work.
This experience is a wonderful example
of how the Lord is able to do above what
we ask or think. (Eph. 3:20) Brethren
anticipated many blessings in the Israel
trip but none could have imagined finding a group who want to know more about
Brother Russell's writings. It is just like
the Lord, who, in his abundant goodness
to his people, heaps blessing upon blessing.

was found at the site of one of her most
desperate defeats. Hayim was quite moved
as he related this story. His own personal
history nearly mirrors that of the State of
Israel. He had fought in all of its wars,
including the Six Day War in 1967, except for one. His love of the land and
people of Israel are drawn deeply from his
love of the Torah and the Prophets.

Jewish respect for the Torah, the modem-day use of scripture, and fulfillments
of Biblical prophecy are all confirmations that the earthly seed of Abraham is
being prepared by current experiences to
be the blesser nation of the Kingdom. We
rejoiced to see these evidences and to
realize that there is great faith in Israel.
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Statement of Purpose

1997 1-0 Convention

The Bible Students Newsletter is sponsored by the Miami Valley Bible
Students Ecclesia (Ohio) whose elders are its Editorial Committee. It is
published as a cooperative effort of Bible Students who believe in the
doctrines presented in the Holy Scriptures as revealed by our returned Lord
through his faithful and wise servant, the late Pastor Charles Taze Russell, and
promulgated through the Six Volumes of Studies in the Scriptures,
Tabernacle Shadows and other of the Pastor's writings.
Its purpose is to disseminate news and information, other than doctrinal
matters, of interest among Bible Students aforementioned.
Ecclesias and individual brethren are invited to submit authentic
information for publication, subject to approval by the Editorial Committee.
Please refer to page 15 for guidelines on the submission of convention listings
for publication. News items should be verified before submitting, as the
sponsors cannot assume responsibility for their accuracy.

August 6-10, Ball State University,
Muncie, Indiana. Just received at
press time, this eagerly-awaited
information is inserted on the back
page rather than delay it until the next
issue. Details and photos will be
given in the Spring, 1997 Newsletter.

Deadline for Spring Issue, March 1, 1997

E-mail submissions: BibleNews@juno.com
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To Us The Scriptures Clearly Teach ....
... that the Church is the "Temple of the Living God" — peculiarly his
workmanship"; that its construction has been in progress throughout the
Gospel Age — ever since Christ became the world's Redeemer and the
Chief Corner Stone of this Temple, through which, when finished, God's
blessing shall come to "all people" and they find access to him. — 1 Cor.
3:16, 17; Eph. 2:20-22; Gen. 28:14; Gal. 3:29
. that Meantime the Chiseling, the shaping, and polishing of consecrated believers in Christ's atonement for sin, progresses; and when the
last of these "living stones," "elect and precious," shall have been made
ready, the Great Master Workman will bring all together in the First Resurrection; and the Temple shall be filled with his glory, and be the meeting
place between God and men throughout the Millennium. — Rev. 15:5-8.
... that the Basis of Hope for the Church and the world lies in the fact
that "Jesus Christ by the grace of God, tasted death for every man," "a

ransom for all," and will be "the true light which lighteth every man that
cometh into the world," "in due time." — Heb. 2:9; John 1:9; 1 Tim. 2:5, 6.
... that the Hope of the Church is that she may be like her Lord, "see him
as he is," be "partakers of the Divine Nature," and share his glory as his
joint-heir. — 1 John 3:2; John 17:24; Rom. 8:17; 2 Pet. 1:4.
. that the Present Mission of the Church is the perfecting of the saints
for the future work of service; to develop in herself every grace; to be
God's witness to the world; and to prepare to be kings and priests in the
next Age. — Eph. 4:12; Matt. 24:14; Rev. 1:6; 20:6.
... that the Hope for the World lies in the blessings of knowledge and
opportunity to be brought to all by Christ's Millennial Kingdom — the
restitution of all that was lost in Adam, to all the willing and obedient, at
the hands of their Redeemer and his glorified Church — when all the
willfully wicked will be destroyed. — Acts 3:19-23; Isa. 35.

